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Abstract
This report describes three computer subroutines designed to solve the vector-
dyadic differential equations of rotational motion for systems that may be idealized
as a collection of hinge-connected rigid bodies assembled in a tree topology, with
an optional flexible appendage attached to each body. Deformations of the
appendages are mathematically represented by modal coordinates and are assumed
small. Within these constraints, the subroutines provide equation solutions for (1)
the most general case of unrestricted hinge rotations, with appendage base bodies
nominally rotating at a constant speed, (2) the case of unrestricted hinge rotations
between rigid bodies, with the restriction that those rigid bodies carrying appen-
dages are nominally nonspinning, and (3) the case of small hinge rotations and
nominally nonrotating appendages, i.e., the linearized version of case 2. Sample
problems and their solutions are presented to illustrate the utility of the computer
programs. Complete listings and user instructions are included for these routines
(written in Fortran), which are intended as general-purpose tools in the analysis
and simulation of spacecraft and other complex electromechanical systems.
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If Attitude Dynamics Simulation Subroutines for
: Systems of Hinge-Connected Rigid Bodies
If With Nonrigid Appendages
|| I. Introduction
yjli Equations of motion which characterize the small, time-varying deformations of
££ an elastic appendage attached to a rigid body experiencing arbitrary motions have
|J been derived in detail for distributed-mass finite element models in Ref. 1, and for
fe| discrete mass models in Ref. 2. With the general structure of the appendage
% deformation equations established in these references, coordinate transformations
£| are developed in Refs. 1 and 3 in order to allow representation of the elastic
SJ| appendage in terms of a set of truncated modal coordinates far fewer in number
'0 than the original set. In Ref. 4, additional equations of motion are derived to
|i| describe the rotations of typical bodies in a system of hinge-connected rigid bodies
;f| arranged as a topological tree, with optional arbitrary nonrigid appendages at-
v)';| tached to each rigid body in the system. In this respect, the results of Hooker in
:ft| Ref. 5 and those of Ref. 4 are parallel.
if
:3| It is the purpose of this report first to draw together the appendage equations
i| and the equations describing rigid body motions of the tree system, assuming that
f| some or all of the rigid bodies carry nonrigid appendages, and to derive a
ill consistent and detailed set of system dynamical equations suitable for digital
s§jl computer solution. Secondly, it is the purpose here to present general-purpose
|| computer subroutines capable of solving the resulting system equations of rota-
•i£| tional motion, and to demonstrate their utility and applicability to a wide class of
£3 spacecraft.
i
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In generating the equations of motion for the hinge-connected tree of rigid
bodies with nonrigid appendages, two specific formulations are obtained. The first
formally constrains' appendage base motion to small deviations from a nominal
constant angular velocity in inertial space, thus allowing appendage rotation but
with only small deviations from a constant rate of spin. The second formulation
formally permits no spin and constrains appendage base motion to small deviations
from a nominally zero angular velocity (and acceleration) in the inertial frame.
However, both formulations permit otherwise unrestricted motions of the system
rigid bodies consistent with the fundamental assumption of small appendage
deformations from some nominal state. Computer subroutines (written in Fortran)
are described which solve the equations produced by each of these approaches. In
addition, a third subroutine is presented which solves the completely linearized
equations for the nonrotating case, under the assumption that all rigid body
rotations and their derivatives are small.
The computer programs are direct descendants of those described in Refs. 6 and
7, which are applicable to the hinge-connected rigid body tree without nonrigid
appendages. All of the programs are designed to calculate the angular accelerations
for every rigid and nonrigid body in the system but do not perform numerical
integration. Thus, the routines are intended as general-purpose tools, to be called
into action by the user's own particular simulation language, whether this be CSSL,
CSMP, MIMIC, or some "homemade" variety. Each of the routines allows the user
to prescribe the motion of any rigid body in the system rather than allow it to be
calculated, a feature often useful for eliminating unwanted dynamics or for
"rigidizing" certain joints in sensitivity studies.
II. Unrestricted Systems ™. « 6 12 0 9 2
A. Mathematical Model
Any problem of dynamic analysis must begin with the adoption of a mathemati-
cal model representing the physical system of interest. In what follows, it is
assumed that the model consists of n + 1 rigid bodies (labeled rf0, . . . , / „ ) inter-
connected by n line hinges (implying no closed loops and, hence, tree topology),
with each body containing no more than three orthogonal rigid rotors, each with an
axis of symmetry fixed in the housing body, and moreover with the possibility of
attaching to each of the n + 1 bodies a nonrigid appendage, with appendage ak
attached to body &k.
If the actual connection between two massive portions of the physical system
admits two (or three) degrees of freedom in rotation, then the analyst simply
introduces one (or two) massless and dimensionless imaginary bodies into his
model (as though they were massless gimbals). Since the number of equations to be
derived here matches the number of degrees of freedom of the system, no price is
paid in problem dimension by the introduction of imaginary bodies.
Each combination of a rigid body and its internal rotors and attached flexible
appendage comprises a basic building block, referred to here as a substructure;
1
 Deviations from nominal appendage base motion are treated as small in the sense that their products
with appendage deformations are ignored, but nonlinear terms in these base motion deviations alone
are retained. Thus, there is a formal limitation to small base motion deviations from nominal, but in
practical applications, substantial deviations are accommodated quite satisfactorily.
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thus, there are n + 1 substructures in the total system, so labeled that tk encom-
passes 6k, ak, and any rotors in rffc.
Definitions and Notations
Definitions and notational conventions are as follows (see Fig. 1):
Def. 1. Let n be the number of hinges interconnecting a set of n + 1 substructures.
Def. 2. Define the integer set <& = {0, 1 n}.
Def. 3. Define the integer set 9 ={!,. . . ,«}.
Def. 4. Let 4Q be a label assigned to one rigid body chosen arbitrarily as a
reference body, and let / , , . . . , 4n be labels assigned to the rest of the
rigid bodies in such a way that if fj is located between <£0 and Jk, then
Q < j < k .
Def. 5. Define dextral, orthogonal sets of unit vectors bf, b£, b* so as to be
imbedded in 6k for k E "S, and such that in some arbitrarily selected
nominal configuration of the total system, b£ = b^ for a = 1, 2, 3 and
k,j 6 $.
IN
Fig. 1. Definition* lor the kth substructure, withy < k







/. 7. Define {i} as a column array of inertially fixed, dextral, orthogonal unit
vectors i,, I2, i3.
Def. 8. Let C be the direction cosine matrix defined by
Def. 9. Let «° = {b°}rw° be the inertial angular velocity vector of ^Q, so that w° is
the corresponding 3 x 1 matrix in basis {b°}.
Def. 10. Let ck be the mass center of the kih substructure, k e <$> .
Def. 11. Let /»k be a point on the hinge axis common to 4k and 4j fory < k and
If e: <5pA. ^» J *
Def. 12. Let p*y be the position vector of the hinge point connecting ^y and &k from
the point ok occupied by ck when the fcth substructure is in its nominal
state.
Def. 13. Let c* be the position vector from ck to ok.
Def. 14. Let p* be the position vector to ck from the system mass center CM.
Def. 15. Let X be the position vector to CM from an inertially fixed point 3, and
Def. 16. Let "D1L* be the mass of the fcth substructure, for k G ^B .
Def. 17. Let (p)* be a generic position vector from ok to any point in the kth
substructure.
Def. 18. Let Qk be a point common to rigid body 6 k and flexible appendage ak.
Def. 19. Let R* = {b*}rfl* be the position vector fixed in ik locating Qk with
respect to ok.
Def. 20. Let (r)* = (b*}r(r)* be a generic symbol such that R* + (r)* locates a
typical field point in ak with respect to ok when the flexible appendage is
in some nominal state (perhaps undeformed). For a discretized appendage
ak, let (rj)* = {b*}r(/-J)* locate the Jth node in the nominal state.
Def. 21. Define the generic deformation vector (u)* in such a way that2
and
2
 Superscripts on generic symbols such as p, r, and u will be omitted when obvious, as when the symbol
Sv appears within an integrand of a definite integral.
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For a discretized appendage ak, let (u')*= {b*}r(«')* be the deformation
vector for node j.
Def. 22. Let g*= {b*}rg* be a unit vector parallel to the hinge axis through^.
Def. 23. For k E. $ , let ik be the angle of a g* rotation of &k with respect to the
body attached at/»t. Let yk be zero when b£ = bj((a = 1, 2, 3; j, k e ® ).
Def. 24. Let J* = {b*}7/* {b*} be the inertia dyadic of the fcth substructure for ok,
so that J* is time-variable by virtue of deformations.
Def. 25. Let F* ={\f}TFk be the resultant vector of all forces applied to the Arth
substructure except for those due to interbody forces transmitted at hinge
connections.
Def. 26. Let T* ={b*}rr* be the resultant moment vector with respect to ck of all
forces applied to the fcth substructure except for those due to interbody
forces transmitted at hinge connections.
Def. 27. Let rk be the scalar magnitude of the torque component applied to &k in
the direction of gfc by the body attached at/4t.
Def. 28. Let F = 2 F* = (b°}TF be the external force resultant for the total
*e«
system.
Def. 29. Define the scalar crt such that for k e ® and s £ 6*
\l/is lies between /0 and 4k
otherwise
(The n(n + 1) scalars esk are called />a//i elements.)
Def. 30. Define <DH = 2 ^* » &e total system mass.
De/l 3;. Let C7' be the direction cosine matrix defined by {b'} =
r,j e ® . (Note that in the nominal state, C"7 = {/, the unit matrix.)
f. 32. Let Nkr denote the index of the body attached to 6 k and on the path
leading to 4 „ and let Nkk = k. (These are the network elements.) For
notational simplicity, use Nk for N,^ .
Def. 33. For3 r e ® - k, let Lkr = p*"*, and let L** = 0.
Def. 34. Define D** = - 2 L*-"^ . / 911 for & e ® .
Def. 35. Let 6t be a point fixed in rffc such that D** is the position vector of ok with
%3j respect to bk. (This point bk is called the barycenter of the fcth substructure
iii|| in the nominal state.)
if! Def. 36. Define {b*}7/)^ H D*' = D** + L"J for k , j ( = < 3 > .
Ill De/; J7. Define the dyadic
sis
*Ki
& K"= v g
3
 For notational brevity, the set % - (k} is designated <$> - k.
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Def. 38. Define
where U is the unit dyadic, and define the corresponding matrix K =
and $** ={b*} •<&**• (b*}r
Def. 39. Define






0. Let w* = {b*}rw* be the inertial angular velocity of 4k.
Def. 41. Let b* be the contribution of rotors in &k to the angular momentum of the
Jkth substructure relative to 4k with respect to ok, and let hk = b*- {b*}.
Def. 42. Let <$>, be the rth neighbor set for r € <& , such that fc E <&,. if £
 k is
attached to 6r.
Def. 43. Let ^ByVt be the branch set of integers r such that r e "S^ if A: = A^r. Thus,
9>Jk consists of the indices of those bodies attached to /, on a branch
which begins with 4k.
Def. 44. Let the tilde symbol (") signify, in application to a 3 by 1 matrix V with
elements V9 (0 = 1, 2, 3), transformation to a skew-symmetric 3 by 3






The objective of this section is to begin with the general vector-dyadic equations
derived in Ref. 4 and to proceed by sacrificing some of their generality in favor of a
particular appendage model. Explicit results, in the form of both vector and matrix
equations suitable for computer programming, will thereby be obtained.
In what follows, attention is confined to a special case of the finite element
appendage model of Ref. 1, for which, as in Ref. 2, all mass of appendage k is
concentrated in the nk discrete nodal bodies of the appendage (with no distributed
mass for the internodal elastic elements). All deformations from a nominal appen-
dage state are assumed arbitrarily small, so that terms above the first degree in
these deformations (and corresponding rates) can be neglected. Further, any rigid
body 6
 k will be assumed to carry rotors, and. they will consist of an orthogonal
triad whose axes parallel b*, b£, and b*.
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The starting point for this development is the set of vector-dyadic equations of
vehicle translation and substructure rotation as derived in Ref. 4 (Eqs. 9, 31-35):
F = < D H X (1)
2 W* = 0 (2)
where
W* = T*+ 2 D^xF + c 'x f
re« V
9IL.
+ <DlLAc* X 2 [«' X EK* + wr X («' X FT*)]
**
r
-A'+ 'StL 2 D*' x [«r x (of x IX*)]
f c re®-*
- «* xo**- w* - h* -«* x h* -***• w*





The adoption of a nodal body appendage model leads (as in Ref. 2, Eq. 58) to
the following useful relation:
s-l *
where appendage ak has, been idealized as nk nodal bodies interconnected by
massless elastic structure, with ms the mass of nodal body s, and u* the displace-
ment of the body s relative to bk from the position occupied in the nominal state.
It will also be necessary to develop an expression for <&** in terms of appendage
variables. From Def. 38, we know that
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*** = K* + J* (8)
where K*, the "augmented" inertia dyadic, is a constant. J*, the inertia dyadic of
the /cth substructure for ok, is time-variable due to appendage deformations and
may be obtained from
J* = / (P ' pU ~ pp)^ "i (9)
where U is the unit dyadic.
For the small-deformation appendage model adopted here, J* may be evaluated
(see Ref. 2, Eq. 126) as
{b*} r
3- \
(m s[2(Rk + r'Yu'U - (Rk
(10)
where J* is the nominal (constant) value of J*, and I1 is the constant inertia matrix
of the 5th nodal body for its own mass center and in its own body-fixed vector
basis {nj}*, where in the nominal state, {nj}* = {b*}.
Combining (8) and (10), we have
»*
s-\
{m,[2(Rk + r')TusU - (R
(11)
Finally, Eq. (4) requires more explicit expressions for the integrals over the
appendage ak. The appropriate expressions in this case may be found in Eq. (114)
of Ref. 2, which simplifies to
- -T- f f X p d m = - f p x $ d m - < a k X f p X p d m
at Jak Jak Jak
or
'/y f "* "*
- -£ J p X p dm = - 2 (R* + rj) X msvf - ia" X j (R* + r1) X m,^
(12)
s-\
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Note that in Eqs. (7), (10), (II), and (12), the superscript k has been dropped
from nodal body variables in the /cth appendage (such as u', which replaces (u1)*).
'
Turning now to the appendage equations, we will make use of the nodal body
finite element model case described by Eq. (95) of Ref. 2 (correcting the last
algebraic sign within the braces on the right side of Eq. 95 by changing — to +,
and subtracting all nominally nonzero terms from the right side so as to make q a
measure of the deviation from a nominal state in which the appendage might be
deformed). In matrix form, the equation for the kih appendage becomes
k r 7 V ^»7" •' k i ** • .r




where the assumption has been made that the appendage structure contains no
damping. The symbol Xk is a column matrix containing any forces or torques
applied to the nk sub-bodies of the appendage other than the structural interaction
forces induced by deformations. For example, gravity forces or attitude control jet
thrust would contribute to X*. Also,
a 6nk by 1 matrix which fully characterizes the appendage deformations
relative to some nominal state of deformation induced by the nominal
constant value fi* of u*.


























a constant, symmetric 6nk by 6nk matrix defined in terms of the 3 by 3













J3 IS1-n If22 23 (s = 1, . . . nk)
0 U 0 U
[0 0 U 0







































a constant 6nk by 6nk matrix.
Kk = the stiffness matrix that determines the structural interaction forces and
torques induced by deformation of the /cth appendage from its nominal
state (a constant, symmetric dnk by 6nk matrix).
It should now be recognized that the term @X in Eq. (13) must be replaced by
the inertial acceleration of the mass center of the corresponding substructure in the
local vector basis, which is assumed for each k to be zero in the "nominal" state.
For substructure sk, this term is given by (see Eq. 54, Ref. 4)
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(ck + u"ck
and
treated as zero in the nominal state.
Equations (1)-(15) provide a rather complete system description (although the
contribution of rigid rotors, i.e., h*, will be developed in more detail later). Since
the number of nodes nk in a single finite-element model of an elastic appendage is
typically rather large, it is to be understood that the nodal body vibration
g equations, (Eqs. 13-15), will provide the basis for a transformation to distributed or
modal coordinates for appendage deformations and that most of these will be
deleted from consideration by truncating the matrix of deformation variables.
Thus, the variables labeled u' and y3J above will be replaced by appropriate
combinations of new modal deformation variables.
The equations actually to be programmed for digital computer solution will
therefore be the transformed and truncated versions of Eqs. (1)-(15). These will be
described in the following sections as the system motions are confined to two
particular cases of interest: (1) the case in which all appendage base-body angular
rates «* experience only slight deviations from some constant nonzero value (i.e.,
w*«Q*, w*«0), or (2) the case in which Q*«0 (i.e., «*«0, w*«0) for all
appendage base bodies.
In the first case, i.e., where w* « Q* and w* « 0, the approach taken in develop-
ing the system equations of motion, including linearization, coordinate transforma-
tion, and truncation, may be described as follows:
(1) For the purposes of constructing a coordinate transformation for the ap-
pendages, assume that w* experiences only small deviations from a constant
fl*, and write the homogeneous form of the appendage equations.
(2) Construct a coordinate transformation from these linear, constant-coefficient
equations, and select the truncation level.
(3) Return to the unrestricted w* assumption, and substitute the transformations
from (2) into all equations of motion.
(4) In the homogeneous part of the appendage vibration equations only, ignore
products of deformation variables and deviations of uk from S2*. This step is
not formally correct, since mathematically we cannot justify treating the
deviation of w* from P* as small only when it is multiplied by a deformation
variable. On the basis of engineering judgment, however, the authors feel
that it is probably justifiable and would be a less significant source of error
than either modeling or truncation. The resulting equations contain all terms
formally required for the analysis of a system with appendage base bodies
experiencing small deviations from their nominal motions, but in applying
these equations to systems with large deviations of base bodies from their
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7, nominal motion one is suppressing products of these deviations with defor-
1:1
 mation variables. In fact, a very large change in base-body spin rate would
i • change the effective structural stiffness of the appendage, and invalidate the
"
 ; modal analysis on which the appendage modal coordinate selection is based.
In this respect, the equations would be tainted by truncation even if the
1
 suppressed terms were retained, and, since these terms would substantially
complicate the analysis by coupling all variables into each vibration equa-
tion, they have been rejected here.
N76 12093]
III. Systems With Rotating Appendages
'A
A. Equations
Inspection of the appendage equations (Eqs. 13-15) reveals that the coefficients
of qk and qk depend upon uk, which characterizes the rotational motion of the
"5 appendage base. In general, w* is an unknown function of time, to be determined
^ only after the appendage equations are augmented by other equations of dynamics
• : and control for the total vehicle and solved. Only if u* can be assumed to
_a experience, in a given time interval, small excursions about a constant nominal
value Q* is there any possibility of transforming Eq. (13) to a new set of uncoupled
appendage coordinates. Any methods involving modal coordinates (see Ref. 1,
Sect. I) depend formally upon this assumption.
Assuming then that «*ssn* and «*ssO, Eqs. (13) -(15) can be combined to
s provide the following appendage equation:
M" -2
?'
 + 2 5 ' * ' + 5 ' 5 ' - c ' (16)
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Equation (16) consists of 6nk second-order scalar equations and can be written
as a matrix equation with the'following structure:










Matrices A/^, Dk, and A]^ are constant symmetric matrices, while G'k is a constant
skew-symmetric matrix, and A'k has both symmetric and skew-symmetric parts. Nk
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contains the nonlinear terms in w* due to centripetal accelerations of the appen-
dage. due to u*, and yV£ represents the nominal steady-state value of Nk.
"»;;^




- Notice that the form of Eq. (17) is identical to that of Eq. (140) in Ref. 2 (or Eq.
:ir/4;| which describe the coupling of appendage ak to other rigid bodies and appendages
Skfj of the system. Also, in comparing Eq. (17) to Eq. (140) of Ref. 2, note that R has
'i|f- been replaced by (R* + D**), a vector from the mass center (barycenter) of the
gf| undeformed augmented substructure to the point Qk (see Fig. 1 and Def . 35).
W^-r£3
•jjgH At this point in the development of the appendage equations, it is appropriate to
elaborate upon what is meant by "nominal appendage state," and what relationship
||| this idea has to Eq. (17). We have already indicated that the approach to be taken
jfil is that of Ref. 1 (see pp. 1-3), namely that appendages are ideally considered as
|f| linearly elastic and that u and /3 are "small," oscillatory appendage deformations,
Jjfi i.e., variational deformations. It is quite possible that these small oscillatory
4|£ deformations will be superimposed on relatively large steady-state deformations,
XfH due to spin, for example.
;5gp In order to derive a suitable appendage equation, applicable for a "variational




has been made in Eq. (17), where qM (= constant) is understood to be the
steady-state appendage deformation due to spin. The steady-state deformation is
given by
where
;-}ii3 In effect then, in Eq. (17), we have linearized about the steady-state deformation
Vi5% induced by centrifugal forces due to spin of the &th substructure, with the mass
@ center of this substructure inertially fixed. It should also be remembered that the
•£§ ^ original definitions of ok, ck, and the vectors (r)*, R*, etc., remain intact but that the
^j ; term "nominal state" is more clearly specified as the "steady state" of deformation
Sft: due to the nominal (constant) spin of the fcth substructure, with the mass center of
;'PJ that substructure inertially fixed. Also, the value of Kk should include whatever
i^jn increment to the elastic stiffness of the appendage is attributable to structural
vjy preload due to this spin; that is, Kk includes the so-called "geometric stiffness
y£ matrix" of the structure.
'^ '^i
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The matrix D', which in the general case would accommodate any viscous
damping that may be introduced to represent energy dissipation due to structural
vibrations, is zero here since such terms have been omitted. But they can still be
inserted if one accepts the practice common among structural dynamicists of
incorporating the equivalent of a term D'kqk into equations of vibration only after
derivation of equations of motion and transformation of coordinates.
The nature of terms contributing to G'k, K'k, and A'k is discussed in some detail in
Ref. 1. In particular, the matrix A'k is shown in Ref. 1 to disappear for the case of
small base excursions about a nonzero constant spin only if the nodal bodies are
particles or spheres, or if in the steady state of deformation, all nodal bodies have
principal axes of inertia aligned with the nominal value of the angular velocity oj*
(i.e., w*« (b*}fl*). The latter restriction will henceforth be adopted in this report
since it greatly reduces the computational task in transforming the homogeneous
form of Eq. (17) to a set of completely uncoupled differential equations.
In order to transform Eq. (17) to a set of uncoupled equations, it is first




Now let $ be a (\2nk X \2nk) matrix of (complex) eigenvectors of the differential
operator in Eq. (18), and let $' be a (I2nk X I2nk) matrix of (complex) eigenvectors
of the homogeneous adjoint equation
(19)
so that $£ and $'k are related by
with / a (\2nk X \2nk) diagonal matrix which depends upon the normalization of
$k and Vk. Substitution into Eq. (18) of the transformation
and premultiplication by 3>'k furnishes
(v? <*,MY*
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The two coefficient matrices enclosed in parentheses are diagonal. If A^ is the
(\2nk x \2nk) matrix of the (complex) eigenvalues of the differential operator in
Eq. (18). then upon premultiplication by Ofr*7"1^* **)"'• one obtains
Yk = At Yk + (Q'kr3l-il®k)~ **r^* (20)
Note that the matrix inversion in Eq. (20) consists simply of calculating the
reciprocals of the diagonal elements of Q'krjllkQk.
In practice, one may expect that physical interpretation of the new (complex)
state variables X,* X*2 will permit truncation to a reduced set of variables
(21)
where Nk is the number of modes to be preserved in the simulation. The transfor-
mation matrix $k is accordingly truncated to the (\2nk X 2Nk) matrix <bk, where
** 3 [*;
The equation of motion of the appendage now becomes
>*re* (22)
Since, in the particular case studied here, the matrices %A and T* in Eq. (18)
are, respectively, symmetric and skew-symmetric, so that Eq. (19) becomes
(23)
the adjoint eigenvector matrix is available as the complex conjugate
(24)
The final equations, after truncation of Eq. (24) and substitution into (22), are
therefore obtained without the necessity of actually computing the eigenvectors
constituting <&'*. Thus, Eq. (22) becomes
(25)
Since the appendage modeling process thus, far has assumed that the structure
contains no damping, the diagonal matrix, Ak, will contain only eigenvalues that
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are purely imaginary, e.g., \m = ± iam. Conventional practice in structural dyna-
mics, if some energy dissipation in the model is desired, is to rather arbitrarily add
what amounts to a viscous damping term D'kqk to the appendage equation after
completing the modal analysis, assuming that the structure of Dk is 'such that
eigenvectors $'k, . . . , $^ are undisturbed by this addition. Specifically, one
substitutes ^ = -£mom ± iam into £q. (22) or (25), where £m is the "percent of
critical damping" and is chosen based on experience (including tests) with similar
structures. (See Appendix A for a discussion of some ramification^ of adding
damping after transforming the appendage equations to modal coordinates.)
i _ _
An apparent disadvantage of Eq. (25) is the fact that the quantities Yk, Ak, and
$fc are complex. However, Eq. (25) can be written in terms of its real and
imaginary parts and the resulting equations greatly simplified by the use of certain
orthogonality relationships. The detailed development of the equations is shown in
Ref. 3, and only the results are presented here.
Realizing that ${ must have the form
= yth column of <bk,j = 1, . . . , \2nk)
where ^ - ^ + /F, (6nk X 1), and letting y* = 8* + in,*, y** - «* - nj*, (a
= 1, . . . , 6nt), one can see from Ref. 3 that the real Nk X 1 (truncated) matrices,
5* and TJ*, are the solutions to the equations
|* = - 5 V - okfTkL'k- lko"8k (26a)
and
^* = 5*6* - a^L'k - |*o V (26b)
\ As a result, the relationships between the real quantities qk, qk, Sk, and 17*, in
1












In order to complete the set of model equations, particularly in the form suitable
for computer solution, it is necessary to return to the vehicle equations, substituting
the relations developed in Eqs. (7), (11), (12), etc., into Eq. (4), to obtain
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W* = T*+ 2 D**" X Ff + c* X ( -==i F - F*)
re 9 \ JIL /
~ 2 -qjp ^ + 2w' X d' + «' X c' + w' X (w' X
x 2 [»' x D'* + «r x (of x
**'•«'+ D*r X [wr X (w' X EK*)]
- w* X *** • <ok - h* - o>* X h*
- 2 (R* + r1) x m/iP - w* x
-2 (28)
Eliminating the use of R* for simplicity (noting that this is an arbitrary vector
fixed in 6
 k and it can always be chosen as zero) and substituting qk and qr where
appropriate, the matrix form of Eq. (28) becomes
re 9
- [2(Mkrk)TqkU - )TT
(29)
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where the operator f reassembles the 3 by 1 submatrices of a column matrix into a
three-row matrix, as illustrated by
rl = [rl 0 r2 0 ••• /•* 0]
Using the identity






The truncated modal coordinates, 8* and TJ*, may now be introduced into the
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where
/* = 2( Mkqk)Trk - ft
$** =. y*
Using the relation in Eq. (6), the vehicle equations, (2) and (3), become (in
matrix form)
2 A°mSm+ 2 /< / m ^ m = 2 C°*£* (32)
yS1?1 m£9 m£? ke9>
and for s E 9 ,
5m+ 2 ^r^m = g'r S VfcC^* + T, (33)
where
2 C°*(**rC*'+ 9H* c*C*'Zr* + <3Hf5*rC*''c')C'<), 3 by 3 (34)
re 9
(35)
, I b y 3
(36)
'JC V.
1 by 1 (37)
(38)
(39)
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2 ^C'-D-C-G^, 1 by Nm (40)
re« -
l byAT m (41)
•5" = the integer set containing the labels of only those rigid bodies of the system
that possess a nonrigid appendage.
£* = Tk - T* - 5* f (w* + if*) + 2 0*'C*T'
re 3
I / G)]7 \ - ]^* ~ c*° -ssr F I c*\ JIL / J
.
- <3lrDkrCkr(2urcr + ururcr) - <DlLtc*C*'5firZ)'* L 3 by 1 (42)
and substitutions have been made for hk and hk based on restriction to three
orthogonal axisymmetric rotors in 4k, with spin axes aligned to the unit vectors
{b*}, and the following equations:
' A*=f^ (43)




$R =&£' (I**) = ^ by 1 matrix of components of spin rate relative to 4k for three
orthogonal axisymmetric rotors in 6k.
£* = spin-axis inertia matrix (diagonal) for the three axisymmetric rotors in £k.
TR =TR ' {b*} = 3 by 1 matrix of applied torque on the three axisymmetric rotors
m
'*-
It is to be understood that when symmetric rotors are present in the &th
substructure, the rotors' mass and moments of inertia are to be included in J*, the
undefonned substructure's inertia dyadic for ok. Of course, the mass of the rotors is
also to be included in the substructure mass and c.m.-location calculations.
Equation (44) then provides up to three scalar differential equations which are
uncoupled in acceleration from the system's vehicle/appendage equations. They
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may be integrated and, with u* and rjj known, can be solved for ^J, which is then
supplied to Eq. (42).
If one now operates on the appendage equations, Eqs. (26), in a similar way, they
may be expressed as
m
+ 2 spy, + 2 &7tn + 2
ye1?
vy, + 2 ^78" + 2 ^rij" = QT (47)j<=y ne?
where
mGl 2 C^O^C"0!, / /mby3 (48)
m
r
 2 C^^C^ ^, ^Vm by 1 (49)
r<=<$,
-^"G^C-C,,-^-, ( « ^ « ) ; A^byAT, (50)
/, (m-n); N m *yN m -
2 +a
mPj" 2 CmrDrmC'°|, ^V m by3 (52)
re* J
»v = I f 5-^C"" + 5^ 2 CWD""C C'>1 gf, Nm by 1 (53)2
 i re* J
Gn , (m * «); Nm by ^ n (54)
«Dr=0, (m-«); Nmby^m (55)
6j)r = _ I g-pjc-^, |1 , (OT ^ «); ^m by ATn (56)
<sDr-I/, (m-n); ^Vm by Nm ' (57)




, 3 by 1 (60a)
Xm- \»- M"-(
)) «m by 1 (60b)
by 1 (61a)7 2
-
Recapping, the system equations (minus the rotor equations) are as follows:
v4°°<J04- V /4°A/ 4- V >4 0 m f l m 4- V ,40m£m = V rokFk (fO*\
*». W i ^^ ^1 y.- ~ ^^ •**/? " ^^ / */ ^^ ^ ^U^<1^
A it) *t ^^ A *fs "T1 ^^ ^ j? ^ ' ^< / ^7 ^ & ^j ^fA ^  j \ x
me ^:
me f:
u w ~ £j U "y ^^ R £4 I ^ ~" i&/ \ ^/ye? »e? /»e?
and these may be combined into the single matrix equation of the form Ax = B, as
shown in Eq. (63).






















Except for (2J", ^7, ^D^, and fyy when m = n, the elements of system matrix
A are, in general, time-variable. Note also that, if the appendage equations are
multiplied through by the factor 2, matrix A becomes symmetric.
B. Subroutine MBOYFR
Equation (63) provides a complete set of rotational dynamics equations which
lend themselves to solution by means of a generic computer program or subroutine
for the rotating appendage case. When augmented by the rotor equations, control
equations, and kinematical equations, they are fully descriptive of the system
behavior.
The kinematical variables adopted in the preceding sections are as follows: yk for
* e 9 (Def. 23); C"7 for r,j <E <$> (Def. 31); and u° = {b°} •«° (Def. 9). Although
the equations of motion have been expressed in terms of these quantities, the latter
are not all independent. Relationships among kinematical variables developed in
this section must therefore either be considered in conjunction with the dynamical
equations or be substituted into them to remove redundant variables whenever a
solution is sought.
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1 The direction cosine matrix C1* (Def. 31) relates sets of orthogonal unit vectors
v fixed in &r and ^, and hence depends upon those angles ya for which/«0 lies
< between /, and /., and also upon the corresponding unit vectors g" defining the
'i intervening hinge axes. For the special case in which &r and 4, are contiguous and
\ __ _ _ _ ._ j < r, it is alw_ays possible to express Cr('.(and_Cjr) in^terms_ of the single angle Y,
' and the single matrix gr, as follows:
i . -p
C'1 = U cos Y, — f sin yr + grg' (1 — cos Y,)
' and
" cjr - U cos Y, + g' sin Yr + fg^O - cos Y,) = (Crj)'T
\ It is only required that C"7 be determined where 4r and <^ are contiguous and,
* since C0r.-COJCJr, to then derive matrices C0r for /•£<? . An algorithm for
accomplishing this task is described in Ref . 6, Appendix A.
The Fortran V subroutine, called MBDYFR, which provides the solution to Eq.
(63), has been designed in much the same form as those subroutines described in
Refs. 6 and 7. The routine may be exercised by means of either of two call
statements. An initializing call statement supplies the routine with data that will
remain constant throughout the dynamic simulation run.
The description which follows of the subroutine initialization statement includes
some new variables which will now be defined. The use of these new variables is
necessitated by the desire to make the subroutine MBDYFR more efficient.
Therefore, the convention (described in Defs. .1-4) of labeling the system's rigid
bodies from 0 to n, where each connection between bodies is a line hinge, will be
modified. Rather than introduce imaginary massless bodies at connections with 2
or 3 degrees of rotational freedom, these types of connections will be handled
directly by the routine and no new bodies will be introduced.
Def. 45. Let nc be the number of connections joining a set of nc + 1 substructures. A
connection is a 1-, 2-, or 3-degree-of -freedom joint at which all the
rotational axes share a common point. The axes need not be mutually
orthogonal.
Def. 46. Define the integer set ^r={0, 1, . . . , nc}.
Def. 47. Define the integer set 6" s {1, 2, . . . , nc).
Def. 48. Let ®r be the yth neighbor set for /£<&', such that Jte<Sj if £k is
attached to <fy.
The rigid body labeling process is to be carried out precisely as prescribed in
Def. 4, except that the last label will be ^  rather than 6n. Note, however, that the
. connecting joint degrees of freedom are still labeled from 1 to n, so that one still
has YI» Y2> • • • » 1n an<^ i1. g2. • • • . g" (The joints must be in the sequence corre-
spending to the body label sequence, as shown in Fig. 2). All references to the "fcth
f substructure," when applying the MBDYFR subroutine, imply that k E ®' .
Def. 49. For kE. 6", \e\.Ak denote the index label of the body attached to 6k and
on the path "leading to ^0. The scalars Ak will be termed "connection
elements." Thus, it is always true that^,=0.




n f = 3
^ Fig. 2. An 8-body, 10-hlnge system Illustrating
.' the labeling convention
i
f Def. 50. Let dk, k E <3"", denote the number of degrees of freedom at the kth
,
 4 connection.
--* It is also necessary, when applying the subroutine, to relabel each of the nonrigid
appendages ak in the same sequence from I to n* (see Fig. 2) so that the labels
1
 become $, &^.
ij-4
-1 Def. 51. Let /y be the number of nonrigid appendages in the system (no more than
one per substructure).
The first column of the input array, F, contains the index labels of those rigid
bodies to which nonrigid appendages &t:(i = 1, . .. , nf) are attached.
-, Initializing Call Statement
'( CALL MBDYFR(NC, H, MB, MS, PB, PS, G, PI,





\ NC = the integer nc = number of system connections (see Def. 45).
*" -5 H(/c, m) = array containing the connection elements /tk, k E W, and the
^ number of degrees of freedom, dk, at the connection; m = 1, 2.
< (H(l, 1) - ^, H(2, 1) - /«2, . . . , H(ne, 1) - X. , H(l, 2) = </„
H(2, 2) = rfj,. . . , H(nc, 2) = ^.)
*:*
--1 MB(y) = array of undeformed reference substructure (/0) inertial con-
"l slants y = 1, . . . , 7. (Specifically: MB(1) = 7,°,, MB(2) = J&,
i MB(3) = 7303, MB(4)= -/"j, MB(5)= -7?3, MB(6) = -7^,
MB(7) = <Di .^)
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MS(i,y) = array of remaining substructure body (undeformed) inertial con-
stants; / e 6"; y =•! , . . . , 7. (Thus: MS(/, 1) = /(„ MS(/, 2)
PB(/,y) = array containing elements of ^ <K; i e "S^y G 1, 2, 3.
' _ _ _ _
PS(/,y, /t) * array containing elements of p'J; i e 6", y'e $;," £ = 1, T, 3.
(Exception!! If y < i, set PS(/, i, k)=p lJ. Example: PS(3, 3, 1)
= />p. All PS(/,y, &), where y < i, will be ignored.)
G(i,y) = array containing elements of g1; i e 6*, y = 1, 2, 3.
PI(0 = array of indicators; / = 1, 2, . . ., n + 1. (If Y, is a prescribed
variable, PI(0 = 1. Otherwise, PI(0 = 0. Also, if PI(n + !)=!,
system angular momentum HM will be calculated; otherwise;
HM is set to zero.
NF=the integer n, = number of substructures with nonrigid appen-
dages = number of nonrigid appendages.
F(/i, m) = array containing the index labels of those rigid bodies with
nonrigid appendages, the number of nodal bodies in each appen-
dage's finite element model, and the number of modes to be used
in each appendage's modal model; n = 1, 2 , . . . , /y, m = 1, 2, 3.
(Thus:
F(l, 1) = index label of rigid body carrying appendage 6E,
F( 1, 2) = number of nodal bodies in appendage ffi,
F(l, 3) = number of modes representing appendage ffi,
F(2, 1) = index label of rigid body carrying appendage ^
etc.
F(/iy> 3) = number of modes representing appendage ffin/.)
ER(«, i,j) = array of elements of ^; n = 1, 2, . . ., n^; i = 1, 2, . . ., 6nk;
*-F(ji , l);y--l ,2, . . . ,# t .
EI(«, i,y) = array of elements of F^; n — 1, 2 , . . . , n^; i — 1, 2 , . . . , 6nk;
k = F(n , l ) ; j= l ,2 , . . . ,N k .
SR(n,y) = array of substructure nominal spin rates, Q*, k — F(n, 1);
n = l ,2 , . . . ,n f ; j - 1,2, 3.
MF(«, i,y) = array of nodal body inertial properties, A/*, for each nonrigid
appendage; n = 1, 2, . . . , nf; i = 1, 2, . . . , nk; k = F(/i, 1);
y = 1, 2, .. ., 7. (Example: MF(2, 3, 1) - /?„ MF(2, 3, 2) = 4,
MF(2, 3, 3) = 4, MF(2, 3, 4) = -/,32, . . ., MF(2, 3, 7) = m3, all
for nonrigid appendage &^, third nodal body.)
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:4f|i RF(n, i,j) = array of elements of rk, k = F(n, 1), for each nonrigid appen-
S||- dage; n = 1, 2, . .., nf, i = 1, 2 «4, y = 1, 2, 3. (Example:
Hj ' RF(1, 5, 1) = /•?, RF(1, 5, 2) = rf, RF(1, 5, 3) - r\, all for ap-
|§| pendage (2,.)
>g|i WF(/7,y) » array of modal frequencies, 5*, A; = F(n, 1), for each nonrigid
Iffl appendage; n = 1, 2 , . . . , nf,j = 1, 2 , . . . , JVA.
:*£| ZF(n,y) = array of modal damping factors, |*, k = F(/i, 1), for each nonri-
;||| gid appendage; n = 1, 2, . . ., nf,j - 1,2, . . . , Nk.
Jiff The statement CALL MBDYFR (NC, H , . . . ) need only be executed once prior
;!Hi to a simulation run. However, as the simulation proceeds, the routine must be
:f?|| entered at every numerical integration step to compute the angular
lifi accelerations «°, y , , . . . , y, and the modal coordinate acceleration vectors 6* and
ef3| TJ* (& £ •?). This is accomplished by executing the "dynamic" call statement.
/r^| Dynamic Call Statement
i| CALL MRATE(NC, TH, TB, TS, FB, FS, TF, FF, GM, GMD, GMDD,
lH DT, ET, WO, WDOT, DTD, ETD, HM)
;5|fj where
y|i|| NC=» the integer ne = number of system connections.
3HJ TH(0 ~ array containing the hinge torques, T, ; i £ *P.
;l|j TB(y) = array containing the elements of T° ; j = 1, 2, 3.
-
;?sSi . •
2p| TS(/,y) = array containing the elements of T'; i £ ^r,jss 1, 2, 3.
i;f| FB(y) = array containing the elements of F° ; j = 1, 2, 3.
•Si FS(/,/) = array containing the elements of F' ;/£ *$',]= 1,2, 3.
sjSj- . TF(«, i,j) = array containing the torque elements of X*; « = l , . . . , / y ,
HI A: = F(n, 1), i- 1, . . . ,nk , j = 1,2, 3.
g-|| FF(«, /,y) = array containing the force elements of X* ; n — 1, . . . , nf,
ff| fc-F(ii, 1), / = 1,.. . ,n k , j= 1,2, 3.
,tvjTf| GM(0 = array of angles, y,; /£ "3*.
J0IJ GMD(0 ~ array of the angular velocities, y, ; / £ 9.
?.;'S;i GMDD(0 =" array of the prescribed angular accelerations, y,. ; / G 9.
W^vl DT(n, j) « array of appendage modal coordinates, 8^*; n = 1, . . . , n^,
"JH k = F(«, 1), i = 1 , . . . , Nk.
•VNS* ET(n, 0 = array of appendage modal coordinates, if *; n — I, . . . , nf,
p| k - F(n, 1), i - 1,. . ., Nk.
g^ WO(y) = array containing the components of w° ; j = 1, 2, 3.
r;;t| WDOT(y') = solution vector containing the elements of w°, y,, . . ., yn;
-©I j = 1, .. ., n + 3. (WDOT(1) = (i?, WDOT (2) = w£, WDOT (3)
II = «« WDOT (4) = y,, . . ., WDOT (n + 3) - yn.)
@;| DTD(n, 0 = solution matrix for 8* ; n = 1, . .., nf, k = F(/i, 1), i = 1, ..., Nk.
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ETD(n, 0 ~ solution matrix for Tjk ; n = 1, . . . , rij, k = F(n, 1), i = 1, . . . , Nk.
HM = magnitude of the system angular momentum vector (see Appendix
B for the momentum equations).
In summary, the call to" MRATE supplies the subroutine with current instan-
taneous values for hinge torques and externally applied torques and forces on both
rigid bodies and nonrigid appendages. Explicit expressions for computing these
forcing functions, which may depend on y,, y(, and other system or control
variables, are located in the ' main calling program (see sample problem that
follows). Current values of w°, y(, y,, Sk, and rj* are continuously produced by the
main program's numerical integration operators and are therefore always available
for input to MBDYFR.
It should be noted here that MBDYFR does not incorporate the terms in Eq. (42)
that describe symmetric rotor torques on body &k. As a result, the user is required,
if rotors are present, to supply these terms as part of a "new" Tk, i.e.,
Thus, these terms must be formed in the main program along with Eq. (44), and
7"* is supplied to the subroutine as TB (if k = 0) or TS in the MRATE call
statement.
Note also that, if any of the y, are to be prescribed, the appropriate values of y,,
y,, and y, must be supplied to the subroutine by way of GM, GMD, GMDD,
respectively, in the MRATE call statement. An example of this is shown in Section
IVC.
When the MBDYFR subroutine is used, the main calling program must contain
Fortran V (or IV) statements which specify "type" and allocate storage for the
variables and arrays being used. The mandatory specification statements are listed
here.
Required Specification Statements
INTEGER NC, NF, H(ne, 2), F(nf, 3), Pl(n + 1)
. REAL MB(7),MS(/»c,7),PB(flc,3), PS(/»c,nc,3),G(rt,3),
TH(/i), TB(3), TS(/ic, 3), FB(3), FS(/ic, 3), GM(n),
GMD(n), GMDD(/«), ER(n/, 6nk, Nk), El(nf, 6nk, Nk),
MF(nf, nk, 7), RF.(n7, nk, 3), WF(n/> Nk), ZF(«/, Nk\
TF(nf, nk, 3), FF(n;, nk, 3), DT(nf, Nk), ET(nf, Nk),
W0(3), SR(^ 3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3), DTD(/»/) Nk), ETU(nf, Nk)
Also, in order that storage allocation for arrays internal to MBDYFR be
minimized, the following statement must appear in the subroutine:
PARAMETER QH = n, QC = nc, QF = ^ NK = nk, NKT = Nk
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The proper placement of this statement in MBDYFR is shown in the listing
(Appendix C).
C. A Sample Problem Simulation
To illustrate the use of subroutine MBDYFR, the dynamical system shown in
Fig. 3 will be simulated. It consists of a rigid central body, /„, to which is.
connected a rigid platform, /2, with 2 degrees of rotational freedom relative to /„.
A spinning rotor, <£,, is also connected to 40 . The platform and the rotor each
carry an elastic appendage, which will be modeled as a simple point mass
supported by a massless elastic member.
For this test vehicle, the platform will be nominally nonrotating, while the rotor
will have a nominal spin rate of <o, about the spin axis fixed in <£0. The appendage
modal models must now be derived from the appropriate discrete coordinate
equations.
Rotor Appendage Equations
The general appendage equation is Eq. (17), where the matrices M'k, G^, and K'k





































Fig. 3. MBOYFR simulation teat vehicle
We will assume a symmetric stiffness matrix, AT1, of the form
(6x6)
where fc,, k2, and k3 are the respective-stiffness coefficients which restrain linear













k2 - wjji, 0 0
0 k3
o • o
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The homogeneous rotor appendage equation may therefore be written as






0 - u,/i, 0
Wj/x, 0 0
0 0 0
Ar, - /!,«/ 0 0
0 i!c2 - fi,u,2 0
0 0 A,
,'-0
where ?' = (u\ u± uj]7" (realizing that /?[ = ^  = $ = 0> s'nce "»! 's a point mass).
If the equation is rewritten in first-order form, as in Eq. (18), it becomes








































The rotor appendage equation eigenvalues, X., and corresponding eigenvectors,
•{, may then be found from
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From the characteristic equation, one finds that
k
 2 _ - i/k





where k =» A:, = k2.
If we now arbitrarily let v*/Mi =203, and
come
X, = /«,
5«,, the eigenvalues be-
\4 = - / U,
X5 = - i3w,
X6 = - /5w,
Note that the eigenvalues are imaginary as predicted and that they have been
deliberately ordered to correspond to the form of Eq. (22), with conjugates in the
lower half of A,.
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The final form of the appendage modal coordinate equations, shown in Eq. (26),
can be obtained only if the eigenvectors are normalized so that $f r%,$, = U, the
diagonal unit matrix (see Ref. 3). Thus, succeeding columns in $, should be
multiplied by (8/i,u£)~ 2, (24|n,«/)~ 2, (50/i,w2)~ J, etc., for proper normalization
in this case.
If we also arbitrarily truncate this modal transformation to just the first two












If the same process is applied to the nominally nonspinning platform appendage,



















































q \ , ^ - m2 - •=-
one can easily determine that the eigenvalues are
^2 ^ - l / ^
- ,±,y-
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The appropriate normalization factor for each <^ is (2/i2a|) 2. Thus, if the
platform appendage modal model is truncated to the first two (transverse bending)













To complete the specification of the test configuration shown in Fig. 3, numeri-
cal values can now be assigned to its various mass properties and other physical
constants. First, let
<DlLo - 399.9 kg
9H, = 50.1kg
9112 = 50.0 kg
m, = 1.0kg































0 0 8 .
w, = 10. rad/s,











, F2 = 0
The locations of the two point masses (see Figs. 4 and 5) relative to their





r, = [.33 0 -.493]r meters




Fig. 4. Substructure <>,
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Fig. 5. Substructure^
Locations for the interbody connections, relative to substructure mass centers,
are
/'-[O. 0. - 2. ]r meters
p°2 = [0. 1. l.]r meters
/>'° = [0. 0. a.] meters
/° = [0. -.3 0.] meters
The three hinge directions are given by the direction cosines
rotor: gl = [0. 0. l.]r
platform: g2 = [0. 0. l.f
platform: g3 = [l. 0. O.f
Also,
nc = 2, nf = 2, n, = 1, n 2 = l , TV, = 2, N2 = 2
A, - 0, A, - 0, </, - 1, 4 - 2, n « 3
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MF(1, l,y) - [0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1.0]
MF(2, l,j) = [0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 5.0]
RF(1, I,;') = [.3333 0. -.4930]








Before simulating a specific dynamic case for the test vehicle of Fig. 3, the
characteristics of the interbody connections must be defined. The connection
between /„ and rotor / , will be assumed a f rictionless bearing so that
T, = 0
The platform hinge connections will be assumed to be of the linear spring-
damper type, i.e.,
- Y3<:) - BjYj,
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where y2c and y3c are platform angular position commands. The values of the
constants K2, K3, B2, B3 are arbitrarily chosen as
K2 = 250. n-m/rad, B2 - 50. n-m-s/rad
K3 = 300. n-m/rad, B3 = 50. n-m-s/rad
The dynamic response to be simulated here will be that due to a high-rate
platform slew sequence. Slew commands y2c and y3(. will be generated by integrat-
ing the time functions shown in Fig. 6. This will result in a 10-deg rotation about g2
and a 10-deg rotation about g3.
Initially, the rotor is spinning at 10 rad/s relative to ^0, and the rotor appendage
is at rest relative to the rotor but deflected radially outward in its steady-state
deformed position. (One can show from Eq. (17), with the assumption Ac/ju, = 4w/,
that the radial deformation (in the b[ direction) due to spin is rA/3, where rA is the
distance from the rotor spin axis to the appendage attachment point.) The plat-
form, rf,, as well as the base body, 60, are initially at rest. At / = 1 s, the command
is issued to rotate the platform about g2 at a rate of 10 deg/s until / = 2 s; again at
/ = 3 s, a command to rotate about the g3 axis at 10 deg/s appears and ends at
t = 4 s. The computer simulation program, employing MBDYFR, for this dynamic
maneuver is shown in Fig. 7.
Notice that the necessary dimension specifications for each variable are stated in
the JPL CSSL III simulation language as: ARRAY MB(7), MS(2, 7),. . . , etc.
An auxiliary routine, called HCK, is used in the simulation to keep track of the
rotations of the reference body (/0) relative to an inertially fixed frame. HCK uses
Euler parameters to do this, and it is initialized using Euler angles. The variable,
THET, is calculated in the program by means of HCK and represents -the angular
deviation of the b° axis from its initial, inertially fixed position, i.e., the reference
body "nutation" angle.
The CSSL III function, "STEP," provides the unit step function when the
independent variable, TIME, is greater than the specified constant.







Fig. 6. Commanded slew rates
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PROGRAM 3-800Y VEHICLE "jTH SPINNING ROTOR AND 2 FLEXIBLE APPENOA«£S
•SCH020 BLOG/198,BOX/601 ,C*MERA/9IN , FRAMES/50
A R R A Y MB<7),MS<2.7>iP8<2,3),PS(2,2.3).G<3,3),TH|3),T8(3),TS(2i3>
AR R A Y FB(3) ,FS(2,3),GM(3),GMD(3),G«D0<3>•ER<2,6,2>,E I <2i6(2)
A R R A Y MF<2,l,7),RF<2,)i3),»F<2,2),:F<2,2>,TF<2,l,3),FF(2,l,3)
AR R A Y SK<2,3),DT(2i2>.ET<2,2>,rtO<3J,U<2,l|3),UD(2ili3>
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NC-2 « NF«2CALL M B O Y F R ( N C , H . M B •MS,PB IPS ,G .P I ,NF,F,ERIEIPZI ,PAI ,PBI , P C I - H C K ( I N 1 T L | P H I Z , T H E T Z , P S I 2 )
END
DYNAMIC
IF1TIME.GE.TFINAL) GO TO Si
DERI V A T I V E BOOVSF
VARIABLE TIME-Q. t CINTERVAL CI..QI
XERROR *i-i . E-9.w2-i .e-''*3. i . E-'ISMJD-I . £-9
GM2«I,E-9.GM3«|.E-9iPAO"JtE"9,PBO»l.£-9,PCO»|tE«9»GMj"lit«S
MERROR «l-l.£-9iW2-I.F-9.*3-l.E-9,SM2D«l,E-9, GM3D"|.E-9i.,,













Fig. 7. Simulation program for test vehicle dynamics using MBDYFR
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CALL MRATE(NC,TH,TB.TS.FB iFs,TF,FP ,GM.GMD,GMOD ,OT,ET,MO,MOOT,.,.
OTO.ETO.HM.U.UO)
U|XO-UO(IiI,1) S UITO-UDIJ ,1,2J > U2XO.UO(2,1 .I) S U2YO»UUI 2 , 1 ,2)
U l X " U < i « l i l > S U1Y»0(|>I|2) S U1Z«UI|iI,3)
U 2 X « U < 2 i t > l ) S U2f«U(2.1»2) f U22«U(2il>3)
«riO-«OOr(l) S W20»WOOT(2) s *30«WOOT(3| S ANGMiHM
COMMENT...
SYSTEM ANGULAR RATES AND POSITIONS
COMMENT
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All arithmetic statements are in Fortran, although CSSL III allows several
statements in a single line if separated by a "$". Variables to be plotted at every
communication interval, CI, are listed in the PREPAR statement. Printed variables
are listed in the OUTPUT statement.
The statement "CALL MBDYFR(NC, H, . . . )" is located in the INITIAL
^ section and is therefore executed only once, i.e., prior to the dynamic calculations.
1 However, "CALL MRATE(NC, . . .)" is in the DERIVATIVE section and is thus
executed at every integration step. Note that two additional output variables have
been added to the MRATE call statement argument list. They are U and UD,
containing the appendage deformations u\, u\, u\, u\ , . .. etc. and the deformation
rates «}, it\, . . ., respectively. These variables are always available internal to
MBDYFR using the relations of Eq. (27) and are outputted here only to more
clearly illustrate the dynamic response of the system. (/?j, /J2, .. ., /3\, /J2, .. . etc.
could also be obtained from the subroutine in those cases where the appendage
1 nodal bodies have inertia.)i
; Results of the dynamic simulation are shown in the computer plots of Fig. 8, and
the sample printout is presented in Fig. 9.
The solutions show, as expected, that all three components of the reference body
angular velocity, <a°, are strongly perturbed by the platform as it accelerates or
i decelerates. Further, induced vibrations of the platform appendage are also in
evidence on the reference body rates. Rotor spin rate, ?,, relative to ^0 remains
*> very close to its initial and nominal value of 10 rad/s, although the effect of
slewing the platform about an axis parallel to rotor spin is quite evident as are the
subsequent vibrations due to platform appendage motion. Platform hinge rates, y2
and y3, also show some appendage vibration, although it is very small compared to
the slewing rate transients.
The components of rotor appendage deformation u\, u2 exhibit both modal
frequencies, a, and 3wJ( but are relatively small in amplitude compared to the
platform appendage deflections wf, u\. An "X- Y" plot of the platform appendage's
deflections relative to its locally fixed coordinate frame is also shown.
System angular momentum magnitude in this test simulation should remain
* constant since no external forces or torques are being applied. The plot of HM
i shows this to be true very closely. Small deviations from a perfectly constant
angular momentum in the simulations are to be expected due to the presence of
'- modal damping (see Appendix A), numerical integration error, and round-off error.
; N76 12094
1
 IV. Systems With Nonrotatlng Appendages
/
~ J A. Equations
> In Part III, dynamical equations were developed for the substructure tree on the
.j basis of (1) arbitrarily small flexible appendage deformations (and rates) from some
„ nominal state and (2) arbitrarily small deviations of the angular rate of any rigid
appendage base from a constant nonzero spin rate, S*. In this section, the
assumption will be made that Q* = 0 (k e •?), i.e., that the appendage bases are
nonrotating.
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Fig. 8. Test whlcto (with spinning rotor) simulation results using MBDYFR
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Fig. 8 (contd)
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Equation (29) may now be simplified by the assumptions (for k e ?F) u*«0,




,".*!.* V^ ; A/lk-^k ^T \fk-^h
— un —Zv orkM q — 2,OUM q
-«*****«
(64)
The appendage equation (Eq. 16) may be simplified as well (letting Rk = 0) to
obtain
- A/*(2OU - ^2uo)w* -
4- X*+A
-A/*2t/0 2 jC^u'Si'D* (65)
This appendage equation is analogous to that in Eq. (207) of Ref. 2, whose
homogeneous solution has the form
6/tj*
<?*=.2^
where A, and <f>{ are, respectively, eigenvalues and eigenvectors available from
(M'A/ + K')+{ = 0
and
A/' = M
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If ^ is the 6nk by 6nk matrix
the transfonnatio'n
qk — 4fcij* (66)
may be used to transform Eq. (65) into
ij*+ «£,*-4/14 (67)
where
14 - - M*(Zot, - ?*Z „
_ Jl/f *T r*° -£-
- M 2, /oc
If the modal coordinates ijf, rj*, • • • , T?^ are now truncated to the set
ij*, . . . , j]£t (as symbolized by the overbar) and modal damping is also in-
corporated, Eq. (67) becomes
§* + 2$k5^*+-a^*-#i; (68)
Returning to the vehicle substructure equation, Eq. (64), the truncated modal
transformation, qk»s<f>kTik, may be substituted and the result combined with Eqs.
(2), (3), (5), and (6) to give
°*£* (69a)
i E 9) A l0w° + 2 ^ '7 Y, + 2 ^ *?* - * /T 2 ««C'*£* + T( (69b)
where
X00- 2 2 C0***^10, 3 by 3
AOJ = y y C0k$>kr*Crj(.vJ 3 bv 14W te^ 7'O * J
+ 23C*'£>'*C'*Pkj, 3by^ fc
2 C'*e,.t$*r*C'°, I b y 3
e«
2 c'V,,^
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* 2 ^rCkrbrkCrkPk \ \ by
re* /
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does not include the effects of appendage deformation.)
As in Eqs. (32) and (33), substitutions have been made for hk and hk based on
restriction to three orthogonal axisymmetric rotors in 6k, with spin axes aligned to
the unit vectors {b*}, and the relations in Eqs. (43)-(45). Again, it is to be
understood that any rotor's moments of inertia are to be included in J*, the
undeformed substructure's inertia dyadic for ok, and its mass is included in the
substructure mass, "DlL^ .
Operating on the appendage equation, Eq. (68), in a similar way provides
(70)
where





- PkCk ' - ,
Nk by
by N,




where modal damping, ft, has been added (see discussion in Section IIIA).
The substructure and appendage equations may now be combined into a single















Again the elements of /4 are, in general, time-variable because of substructure
relative motion. A is also symmetric.
Very often, one can justify making the assumption that all the variables, i.e., w°,
y, T)*, and their derivatives are in some sense "small" and a complete linearization
of Eq. (71) may be carried out. The computational benefits of a total linearization
are quite substantial since the coefficient matrix, A, then becomes formally con-
stant, allowing its inverse to be computed only once, in advance of numerical
integration.
If each symbol in Eq. (71) is expanded into three parts, the first being free of the
variables u°, yy, fj*, and their derivatives (indicated by overbar), the second being
linear in these variables (indicated by overcaret), and the third containing terms
above the first degree in the variables (indicated by three dots), and if one then
determines explicit expressions for the new barred and careted symbols from their
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where
T, -?,
£*=•£* + £ * + • • •
etc.,
and
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(r-*)
_ » _ « _ « _ «
It would remain then to determine Tk, Tk, Fk, Fk, F, F, A*, A*, f,., f,, etc., for the
particular system under study and to carry out the computations in Eq. (72).
However, in constructing a subroutine to perform these computations, it was found







C'* = C1'* + C*
etc.
By avoiding the separation into the parts £*, Ek, etc., the computation becomes
more efficient even though some second-order terms in the linearized variables are
retained.
B. Subroutines MBDYFN, MBDYFL
The Fortran V subroutines MBDYFN and MBDYFL were written to provide
the solutions to Eqs. (71) and (73), respectively. As in the case of MBDYFR, these
routines are also exercised by either of two call statements, the first of which
initializes the program with the system constants.
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|| Initializing Call Statements
fljj ' CALL MBDYFN(NC, H, MB, MS, PB, PS, G, PI,




jSf| CALL MBDYFL(NC, H, MB, MS, PB, PS, G, PI,
Hv NF, F, EIG, REC, RF, WF, ZF)
33%
'rffff.'f\
,^f*| All the arguments in these call statements are defined exactly as given in IIIB,
sjjji with tne exception of the two new arguments, EIG and REC. Notice that the •
MBDYFR inputs ER, El, SR, and MF no longer are used in these routines. The
input arrays RF and EIG are used by the subroutine only if there are nonzero
external forces and torques A * applied to an appendage.
EIG(/i, /,_/) = array of elements of ^>{; n - \ , 2 , . . . , n f ; i = 1, 2, . . ., 6nk;
k = F(n, 1); j = 1, 2, . . . , Nk. (Note! This array is not used by
the routine if X*, for all k e $, is zero.)
REC(/i, i,j) = array containing the "rigid-elastic coupling coefficients," A* and
P"; n = 1, 2, . . . . n}; i - 1, 2 , 6; k = F(n, 1); j =
1, 2,. . . , AV (For / = 1, 2, 3, the elements of REC are those of
Pk; for i = 4, 5, 6, the elements are those of A*'.)
In order to compute the angular accelerations w°, y,, . . . , yn, and the modal
coordinate acceleration vectors TJ* (k G 5^) at every numerical integration step, the
simulation must repeatedly enter the subroutine using the dynamic call statement.
Dynamic Call Statement
CALL MRATE(NC, TH, TB, TS, FB, FS, TF, FF, GM,
GMD, GMDD, ET, ETD, WO, WDOT, ETDD, HM)
where
ET(n, i) = array of appendage modal coordinates, T}*; n = 1 n f \ .
* - F(n, 1), i - 1 A/,.
ETD(n, /) = array of modal coordinate rates, T \ k ; n - \ nf;
^ = F(n, 1), / = 1 , . . . , A V
ETDD(/i, /) =solution array for modal coordinate accelerations, rj*;
f i - l , . . . , n / ; A - F ( n , 1), / = 1 A\.
and all other arguments are defined exactly as in IIIB.
Again, it should be noted that MBDYFN and MBDYFL do not incorporate the
terms in Ek that describe rotor torques on <£.. The user must include these terms, if
_i -"
rotors are present, in Tk (or T*) as it is formed in the main program.
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Also, if any of the y, are to be prescribed, appropriate values of y,, as well as y,
and y,, must be supplied to the subroutine by way of the MRATE dummy
arguments GMDD, GM, and GMD, respectively.
When either the MBDYFN or the MBDYFL subroutine is used, the main
calling program must contain Fortran "type" and storage allocation statements.
The mandatory statements are:
Required Specification Statements
INTEGER NC, NF, H(nc, 2), ¥(nf, 3), PI(n + 1)
REAL MB(7), MS(/ic, 7), PB(nc, 3), PS(/»C, nc, 3),
G(n, 3), TH(n), TB(3), TS(nc, 3), FB(3), FS(/.C, 3),
GM(n), GMD(«), GMDD(n), EIG^ 6nk, Nk), REQ/i^ 6, Nk),
n y\ WFf/i N } ZF(n N \
(tip nk, 3), FF(/ip nk, 3), ET(/ip Nk),
ETD^ Nk), WO(3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(« + 3), ETDD(/i/, Nk)
In order that storage allocation for arrays internal to MBDYFN and MBDYFL
be minimized, the following statement must appear in the subroutine:
PARAMETER QH - n, QC - nc, QF - nf, NK = nk, NKT - Nk
The proper placement of this statement in MBDYFN and MBDYFL is shown in
their listing (Appendices D and E).
C. Sample Problems
To illustrate the use of subroutines MBDYFN and MBDYFL, a sample problem
suitable for computer simulation will be described. The test vehicle to be simulated
has the configuration shown in Fig. 10—a rigid central body, &%, a rigid platform,
/,, which is hinged to <£0 (2 degrees of freedom), and a flexible appendage, a0, also
attached to <f
 0.
Fig. 10. MBDYFN, MBDYFL simulation tot vehlcto
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For this example, the numbers used to describe the test vehicle's mass properties,
including the appendage, were taken from an actual spacecraft design. The ap-
pendage model includes the characteristic vibration modes of four solar panels, a
parabolic antenna, and several other structural members.
Test Vehicle Constants
The following numerical constants are required for initializing the subroutines:
79.0 kg











Let the modal model for appendage «0 ((£,) be truncated to seven modes, i.e.,








































2ir[.5756 .6134 .6134 .6307 2.723 2.963 3.047]7" rad/s
.20 .20 .20 .05 .05 .01]
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Also, let
. 0. O.]r, . 0. O.f
Since no external forces or torques will be applied to the appendage, the eigenvec-
tor matrix <f>0 is not needed, nor is the matrix ?Q. Finally,
ne =1, nf = I, n0 = 1,
A, = 0, </, = 2, « - 2
N0 = 7
The integer /i0, which indicates the number of sub-bodies in the appendage model
and is only required if external forces and torques are applied to appendage «Q, has
been set to the smallest acceptable value that satisfies dimensioning requirements.
The initializing call statement arguments therefore become
NC= 1
H - [0 2]
MB = [1230. 1290. 1650. -16.29 -43.45 61.75 79.0]





PI = [0 0 1]
NF= 1
F = [0 1 7]
EIG = 0
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2i7[.5756 .6134 .6134 .6307 2.723 2.963 3.047]7"
ZF = [.20 .20 .20 .20 .05 .05 .01]
Test Vehicle Dynamics
As before, the platform hinge connections will be defined as being of the linear
spring and viscous damper type, but the position commands will be deleted, so that
T 2 = - t f 2 - 2 y 2
' where
/:, =900. n-m/rad
#2 = 850. n-m/rad
t
5, = 100. n-m-s/rad
B2= 100. n-m-s/rad
The vehicle response to be simulated in this example will be that due to an
- arbitrary sequence of force and torque pulses applied to the reference body, ^0. A
rectangular pulse of thrust will be applied in the b? direction with magnitude 300 n
and a duration of 2 s, starting at / =.5 s. This will be followed by a 1-s torque pulse
in the b° direction of magnitude 10. n-m, starting at / = 3.5 s. And the last
disturbance will be a 1-s torque pulse in the b° direction of magnitude 10. n-m,
starting at / = 6.5 s. The computer program for this dynamic simulation is given in
Fig. 11.j»
Initially, the system is assumed to be completely at rest. Again, the CSSL III
language function, "STEP," is used to construct the applied pulses. Only the
angular rates of <^0 are calculated in this example; its inertial angular position is
4 not computed. Appendage modal coordinate rates and positions are both provided,
although only the rates are plotted in the system responses of Fig. 12. A sample of
the printed output is shown in Fig. 13.
Notice that by far the greatest disturbing effect to both platform and flexible
1
 appendage is due to the applied force. However, the changes in «° magnitude due
< to the torque disturbances are quite significant. It is not clear to what extent the
, platform vibrations are coupling with appendage vibrations and reference body
,4 motion, although the platform rotations are small in magnitude.
t. -a
$ It is apparent that the applied force (fixed with respect to X0) caused some slight
accumulation of system angular momentum as the system mass center moved in
;> , response to platform and appendage vibrations. This small amount (.17 n-m-s) was
^ dwarfed, however, by the next pulse of torque, so that after 4.5 s, the angular
", * momentum should have been approximately 10 n-m-s. The last torque pulse,
^ j applied orthogonally to the preceding one, would then raise the total angular
momentum magnitude to slightly more than y(10)2 + (10)2 =14.14 n-m-s; The
simulation printout shows a computed value of 14.25 n-m-s.
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2.BODY VEHICLE «ITH FLEX. APPENDAGE
•SO020
COMMENT
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H ( l » l ) / 0 / H U i 2 ) / 2 / P l / o i O i l ^
F ( l » l > / U / F < } t 2 > / i / n t » 3 ) / 7 /
MB/ 1 2)0* I 12»0. • l 4 5 0 « » « » A « 2 » i - H 3 , H S i 6 | , 7 b , 7 9 . 0 /
H5'^i7S»5«SJ, J i32 iQ« iQ« «Qt 1 1 >93/
Q ( | t 3 > / l « / t ( 2 , l ) / ( • /
REC/.o3J '5 i»OOi*5t» '«8*78,»o«*3i i |7« t7 i . 0o7VsS.»t .
»0 1 055 i tool IO** »"'"t*OaE<"t i«tJ36« J 2 » 3 i .00185* • • • »
•4055 •••&3« I 1 1 «»»2
 (7»i77, .<4020i2«32oi •• .
•«3u!»0i l»7*3t»558S»"'*«32i"i l*«» i»t»2Q* • • • •
••02762 i • 1061 i«J»l'i2«032»"2iO*l ».27»l/
DATA »F/»57S*..*J337«,6|337.,<.307J t2,723,2»**3»3tO'«7/
DATA iF/«20» »20« «2o» »20 • «0& • rO* • «0l ^
CONSTANT FJNTlM-lO«.CtlCTJN»900.,PI£-3«Ml5V265
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STPCLK CLKTIM
OUTPUT »Oi»l,«2."l.NXiNT,FZ.ETAliETA2,tTA3,ETA'«,ETA5,ETA*.6TA7,,,,




VARIABLE TIME*0* * CINTERVAL CI-iOl
XCRROR »»•!•£"• * HERROR »l»l.£-6
NOSORT
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Fig. 11. Simulation program for te«l vehicle dynamic* using MBOYFN














SOLUTION FOR STSTEH ACCELERATIONS
CALL MRATE(Nc,TH,Ta,TS,F9,FS,Tr ,fF,6H|<SMDi<»MDO.ET,ETDi*0,iu<JTit,,
ETOO.MMl
MtO-wOOTin S W20»wOoT(2) S »30-*OoT(J»
COMMENT.,,
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16) ,0 , |
, 71 ,0 .1
ttMlO»INTE«<»DOT(11 ,0,)
E T A | - | N T E 6 ( E T O I i O « )
ETA2*1NTE<»(ET02 ,0 , )
E T A t - t N T £ S ( E T O t » O t )
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Fig. 12. Tmt vehicle simulation results using MBDYFN
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Fig. 12 (contd)
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Exactly the same simulation can be made using the linearized subroutine version,
' MBDYFL. The only change necessary in the simulation program -of Fig. 11 to
allow the use of the linearized version is the change of "CALL
MBDYFN(NC,...)" to "CALL MBDYFL(NC, . ..)" in the initialization sec-
tion. This was done ands resulted in solutions fpr the system response which are
virtually indistinguishable from those plotted in Fig. 12. However, some slight
deviations are detectable in the printed output shown in Fig. 14 when compared
with the MBDYFN results of Fig. 13. The major difference between the two
simulations in this case is reflected in the computer running time. A total of 2 min
of accountable central processor time (Univac 1108) was required by the program
using MBDFN as contrasted with only 1 min of central processor time used by the
MBDYFL program. In addition, memory storage is considerably reduced by the
use of MBDYFL, so that the overall cost of producing the desired solutions in this
case is significantly reduced.
Another convenient method of reducing computation time and therefore cost
under certain circumstances is to use these subroutines' prescribed variable option.
By setting PI(i) = 1, the hinge angle variables y,, y,, and y, may be prescribed, i.e.,
defined by the user in the main program rather than computed within the
subroutine. When this is done, any expression in the main program defining the
hinge torque T,(TH(/)) is ignored by the subroutine. The equations normally solved
by the subroutine to obtain y, are then deleted from consideration, thus reducing
the system order and speeding up calculations.
For an example of this approach, we can return to the program of Fig. 11, using
MBDYFN, and change PI so that PI(1) = 1 and PI(2) = 1 (leaving PI(3) = 1
unchanged so that the angular momentum calculation is still performed), as shown
in Fig. 15. This means that the platform hinge rotations are to be prescribed.
HH However, by not defining any function for GMDD(l) and GMDD(2), these
HH variables remain zero, as will their integrals. Thus, the simulation will proceed as
||f] before but with y,- = y, = y, = 0 (/ = 1, 2); i.e., the platform will be "frozen" or
&3JI. rigidly connected to 40.
vS-I^
%&jt The system response (with identical disturbances) in this configuration was
••3£j£ simulated, and the plotted results were indistinguishable from those in Fig. 13. A
jS©3 sample of the simulation's printed output, shown in Fig. 16, indicates clearly that
3gJ*j "freezing" the platform has had no significant effect on the dynamic response of
vS§| the reference body or the appendage modal coordinates. However, some numerical
f%?:3 differences are discernible in the printout.
•ftSi Thus, prescribing the platform's "motion" in this case did not appreciably
!'&$. change the overall result and, as a matter of fact, took 15 s less computation time
than the original run with no prescribed variables, a saving of £ .
'
.. _ . .
V. Summary and Conclusions N 7 6 12095
In this report, detailed mathematical models have been developed, suitable for
describing the attitude dynamics of vehicles that may be idealized as systems of
interconnected rigid bodies with possible terminal flexible appendages. The result-
ing mathematical formulations apply to two kinds of system behavior: (1) generally
arbitrary rigid-body rotations with the restriction that appendage base body devia-
tions from some nominal constant spin rate are small, and (2) unrestrained
rigid-body rotations with the restriction that appendage base motion deviations
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Fig. 15. Simulation program tor teat vehicle with prescribed platform motion using MBOYFN
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from a nominally zero angular rate are small. -The second approach was then
further restricted to the often very useful assumption that all system rotations are
small, permitting a fprmal linearization with respect to hinge and reference body
rotations. Of course, appendage deformations are assumed small in every case.
Three FORTRAN subroutines were then described which solve the equations of
motion for these three cases, namely, MBDYFR (for spinning appendages),
MBDYFN (for nonspinning appendages), and MBDYFL (linearized for small
rotations). Each of the routines has much the same functional appearance as those
programs described in Ref. 6., i.e., an initializing entry and a dynamic entry point,
< with the only differences being the addition of appendage-related parameters,
H variables, and forcing functions. The routines also retain the option of user-
prescribed rotations at selected hinge connections. However, an additional option
4 provided in these programs is that of calculating angular momentum magnitude,
which at times provides a valuable check on computational accuracy.
}
' In applying MBDYFR, one can conclude that the mathematical difficulties
introduced by spin have forced not only a first-order transformation to obtain
, uncoupled coordinates but, as a consequence, two coordinates per mode must be
solved for in the subroutine. However, what appears to be a computational
disadvantage in this case may well be softened by the necessity to consider fewer
modes. Some other difficulties are also introduced by this particular modal trans-
' formation. The presence of both the modal coordinate position and rate in the
expressions for appendage deformation and deformation rate can lead to signifi-
cant error if modal damping is inserted (thus disturbing eigenvector orthogonality)
and large steady-state appendage deformations are present. The user must ensure
that any appendage deformations in the damped case remain essentially oscillatory
about a nominally zero mean. MBDYFR, as it now stands, also forces the user,
regardless of which appendages are spinning or not spinning, to formulate each
appendage's modal description using only the first-order transformation, i.e., as if it
were subject to spin. While it was much more convenient to program MBDYFR in
this way, future requirements for improved computational efficiency may make a
modification of MBDYFR desirable. Still, in spite of these particular characteris-
tics, it is felt that MBDYFR can be successfully employed in a wide variety of
applications because of its inherent generality and versatility. In addition to the
prescribed variable and angular momentum calculation options, the user may also
choose to use MBDYFR to directly calculate the steady-state deformations due to
< centrifugal forces. This is accomplished by setting SR, the nominal appendage
_ ] spin rate, to zero even though, in the simulation, the appendage is spinning. Setting
< SR to zero restores the centrifugal force-terms to the equations, and appropriate
deformations will appear in the solution. However, as indicated before, the greater
< the modal damping under these circumstances, the larger the numerical error will
4 be in the steady-state deformations due to spin.
The routines MBDYFN and MBDYFL are of more immediate utility at JPL
i since current spacecraft designs here are three-axis-stabilized. They represent a
i generalization of the hybrid-mode concept, developed in Ref. 2, to the rigid-body-
"i tree approach. As a result, it is no longer necessary to add special terms and
i re-derive equations of motion in order to accommodate discrete rigid-body rota-
tions (or translations) in the system (as was done, for example, in Ref. 9 for the
^ Viking Orbiter with flexible.appendages and rigid propellant slosh masses). Even
translational dampers can be reasonably well approximated within the hinge-
connected tree system. Because of its speed advantages and because it usuallyi
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provides acceptable solution accuracy even when rotations are not strictly small,
the completely linearized version, MBDYFL, will offer the greatest utility among
the three programs at JPL for routine control design studies.
To make these subroutines more easily available to the aerospace industry, they
have been submitted to COSMIC (Computer Software Management and Informa-
tion Center), University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, for evaluation and dis-
semination to interested agencies and institutions.
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Appendix A
Effects of Damping on Rotating Appendage
Equations
In Section IIIA, it was pointed out that the addition of viscous damping-like
terms to the already transformed appendage equations, particularly for the case of
a nominally rotating appendage/base, is mathematically not justified. However, the
insertion of modal damping terms is usually thought to be justified on the practical
basis that it reasonably and more conveniently represents the physical response of
systems as determined from actual test data.
However, it may be useful to illustrate how and to what extent the mathematical
inconsistencies so introduced may affect computational results. For example, one
can show that the insertion of modal damping into Eq. (26) introduces errors in the
steady-state values of 5*, fj*, and therefore the deformations qk and qk. This can be
seen from the following. Repeating Eqs. (26) and (27), we have
; - 1*5*5* (A-l)
0*5* - SffLi - |* 5* fj* (A-2)
qk = 2(jk8k-TkT\k) (A-3)
qk - -2(rka*«* + &a*tj*) (A-4)
qk = -2(Tkak$k + &5*fl*) (A-5)
If we now examine qk and qk when 5* and TJ* have reached a steady-state
condition, i.e., when 8* = TJ* = 0, we have, from (A-l),
:; -1*5*8*
and from (A-2),
a*S* = o*^7L; + i*5*7i*
Substituting from (A-2) into (A-l),
or
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or
J
Substituting from (A-1) into (A-2),








From (A-4), (A-6), and (A-7),
(A-9)
Notice that from (A-9), q£ i* 0 in general! However, as £* becomes infinitesi-
mally small, (A-8) and (A-9) approach
and
due to orthogonality relations between ^ and Tk.
The discovery above that, in general,^,* ^0 when modal damping is introduced
is rather disconcerting. It is further disturbing to realize that if the appendage
deformation rates qk are not zero when the modal coordinates appear to indicate
an appendage at rest, then the angular momentum calculations of the subroutines,
based on qk, will be in error as well.
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Fortunately, we have assumed that the appendage deformations, qk, and their
derivatives are small and represent only the oscillatory component of the total
possible deformation. This tends to imply that L'k must be very small to begin with
and that the steady-state levels of qk (or its derivatives) after damping are "small"
compared to its transient oscillatory amplitudes. Therefore the errors introduced in
(A-8) and (A-9) should be of relatively little significance. However, one should be
aware of their existence and that they can add to other computational errors.
'•1
11
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Appendix B
System Angular Momentum Computation
In Ref. 5, Hooker shows that for a dynamical system of the type considered
here, namely, a topological tree of rigid bodies any one of which may cany a
flexible appendage, the equations are of the general form
B
where
aoo ' aok ' *o
r — r -
a£k i a \ b
r -• - r -
bl i bT ic
and
u
and Hooker proves that the angular momentum of this system about its mass
center is the product of the first row of A- with x:
H (B-l)
and that the 3 by 3 matrix aw represents the instantaneous system inertia. The
relation (B-l) is precisely that implemented in each of the subroutines MBDYFR,
MBDYFN, and MBDYFL to calculate H (3 by 1). H is a 3 by 1 vector matrix
whose elements are the components of the system angular momentum vector in the
reference body frame. These three elements are available within the subroutine if the
user wishes to extract them. He may also wish to transform them to an inertial
reference frame in certain situations as a check on his simulation accuracy.
However, the normal subroutine function as shown here in the examples and
listings is to supply the user with only the magnitude of H, i.e.,
where
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Appendix C
Subroutine MBDYFR Listing and User
Requirements
Subroutine Entry Statements
CALL MBDYFR(NC, H, MB, MS, PB, PS, G, PI, NF, F,
ER, El, SR, MF, RF, WF, ZF)
CALL MRATE(NC, TH, TB, TS, FB, FS, TF, FF, GM, GMD,
GMDD, DT, ET, WO, WDOT, DTD, ETD, HM)
Input/ Output Variable Type and Storage Specifications
INTEGER NC, NF, H(/ic, 2), F(nf, 3), PI(« + 1)
REAL MB(7), MS(«C> 7), PB(/ic, 3), PS(/ic, ne, 3), G(n, 3),
TH(/i), TB(3), TS(/ic, 3), FB(3), FS(/ic, 3), GM(«),
GMD(/j), GMDD(rt), ER(nf, 6nk, Nk), El(nf, 6nk, Nk),
/ „ „ -T\ T> rr/., _ 1\ \\rCf
 M A/ \ TIT/« jvr \^/ift /i^, I), Jttr^/i/, n^, oj, wr^«r, Mk), £*r(jir, r<k),
(nf, nk, 3), FF(n/, nk, 3), DT ,^ Nk), ET(nf, Nk),
WO(3), SR(nf, 3)
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(/i + 3), DTD^, Nk),
External Subroutines Called
CHOLD — double precision subroutine for solving matrix equations of the form
Ax= B
where A is a square, symmetric, positive-definite matrix (see state-
ment 1291).
Subroutine Setup
Insert the Fortran statement
PARAMETER QC = nc, QH = n, QF = nf, NK = nk, NKT = Nk
(If more than one appendage is present, use the largest nk and A^ for the
PARAMETER statement to provide sufficient storage.)
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Data Restrictions
n > \ , n f > \ , n e > 1 , n k > \ , N k > \
Core Storage Required
Code: 6500 words
Data: ~500 words (minimum; increases with n, n{, etc.)
Listing
2» C
3* c ADJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS
H» c
s* INTEGER PI 11 1 , C < N C , 2 1
6* REAL HBI j> .MACNC,?).PBINC.SI,PAcNc,Nc,3>




II* C ADDITIONAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
12* C
13* DOUBLE PRECISION A I ST , ST),B"ASS<S»
INTEGER EPS(8tS),CPSl«C,S«,M(Q),Hl <S» ,Fl IS I,FCNF, 3)siO  IC IU  ,MIQI ,HI s I tsi  3)
REAL A00(3.3) ,AB«3,3) ,AOFI (QF,3,NKTI ,
 AOFH « QF , 3 , NKT ) , AKFK ( UF • QH , MRT
SI.AKFUOF.OHtNKT) ,AC<3t3),AS(9.'ll,AV««,3) ,AlSC3l,B«<>F»NK,JI,BO«flF,
*NK, J) iCE(3) ,CL (3) ,CK (QF ,31 ,CKO<QF ,3) .COU19F ii> |C813' ,C«»U(Si3> ,CV (17* K, J) iCE(3) ,CL (3) ,CK (QF ,31 ,CKO<QF ,3) .COU19F i> |C813' ,C«»U(Si3> ,CV
|8» «3 ), C«»< S, 3 ». n» « S, S ), OY » S, S ),OZ ( S, S I, 0X0 (S,Sl,OTO(S,S),OzO( 5,51,0050
!»• SI8F ,jl ,nLK»(OF.3,N<T» ,OLKI «iJF,3,NKT) ,OLK»0(«F »3,NKT ) ,OLK I 0{ tilf , 3 ,NK
20* ST» , ouR< J ,N K T> ,oui O.NKTI . O U X O I Q F ) .OUYOIQFI .OUZOIOFI » E * « 3 i •ER«Nf»' l '6
2|» iK .NKT l .E I INF, N«K,NKT) , F e X O ( S ) , F E Y O ( S ) , F E Z O ( S ) ,FS(S. 3) ,6014,31 ,6b(«
22* * , 3 > , Q ( Q , 3 ) .f,K 1 Q F , 3 , N K T ) , S P S O ( Q F , 3 > ,(iKOS I 4F , 3 ,NKT I 1 1 1 | • I 22 1 1 33 , | I 2 ,
2 3 * S M 3 , l 2 3 , t X x ( S l , I Y Y ( S ) , I Z 2 ( S ) , I X Y ( S ) > I X Z ( S I , i r 2 ( S ) . L X ( S , S ) « L T | S , S ) ,
2H« > L Z ( S . S ) , H S a ( S ) ,HS,MF(NF,NK.,7) ,MCK « QF , 3 » (NClCD «JF ,3 I ,PH ( S , 3 ,3 ) ,»*SG ( S
25* » ,S ,3 ) ,PSCS.^ ,3 ,3 ) ,PK<«*F ,3 ,NKT- | , l i f iSO(9F ,3 ) ,PSFIS ,S ,3 i3» iP lH>S<aF,3 ,N
2 6 * $ K T » ,RF«NF,NKt 3 ) , S R ( Q F , 3 ) , T X O ( S ) , T Y O « S | , T Z O ( S | , T ( Q , 3 » 3 I , T S < S , 3 I ,U<jj
27* SF.NK.3) ,UD(ur ,NK,3) , y j ( 3 ,3 ) , V J D ( 3 , 3 > , V J O O ( Q F , 3 , J ) , V E < U F , 3 > , V B ( Q F , N
28* *6K» , » F ( N F , N K T ) , WlftQE I Qf • 3 ) , WQ J ( UH ,3 I ,ZF I NF , NKT I , JSR (OF , NKT > ,ZS I ( UF ,
S N < T ) ,**( 31 ,HH(3)





33* C DEFINE EPS(K,J) USING C
3H. C
3S* DO 84 K-1 ,NC
3&« 00 86 J»2>NB
37« IFIK.E9. (J.| >» CPSlK.JlBl
38« IF U.LT. ( J-l > > fiO TO 87




••3» DO 89 L-JO.jl
*•<«• IF(K.GT< IL-i »» GO TO 89
IF|(CPS(KiL) •£«•! ) .ANOi(C( J-I ,1 ) .EQ'IL-H I I CPS(K,J)-1
89 CONTINUE '
H7» 86 • CONTINUE
H8» L-0
••*• 00 I J»| ,NC
$ *!• oo i K*I,KK
j^ 52» L-L»l
t
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COHPljTC Hi ( ;
H| ( I l"l
Hi(NB)»WN
00 H7 !«NM,l
IF (I .£'1. t I G° TO 47
< |«H( I I
K2«M(1-|)
iFlKl.ra.K?) &0 TO 17
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N T 2 a 2 * H T M O
IN IT IAL CAK-ULA^ON OF BA«YCENTF.R V E C T O R S W.H.T. BODY c.fc.s
ANO HINGE POINTS
UXC ) »M8( | ;
I T Y I laHBll)
I Z Z ( ) " M 8 ( J )
i » Y ( ) -Ha(m
UZ( laHBIg)
I Y Z ( I -H8I6)
8 M A S S « J l-Hfll7 '
T H - B M A « J S ( 1 1
00 3S J«2tNP
I XX( J ) « M A ( J. i l l
l Y Y < j ) « M A < j - f 2 >
I ? Z ( J > « M A ( j . i 3 >
U Y ( j ) - M A I j - ill . ^ -T











































































IFII.EQ.D GO TO 80
l F < C P S » l l i J )
?0 LX< ! , J)»PA( i
LY I I ,J)«PA
 ( i
LZ< I ,J)«PA( j
SO TO 1<<9
tOO CONTINUE





















00 3 J"l m<B
OX(N,J)«LX(N
OY (N, J) *lt in
OZ ( N , J ) >LZ (N
00 13 K-I.N8
OX (N,J ) «OX {N
OY«N,J)«DY(N




00 736 K> .N





02"0r 1 I ,1
03«0z< 1,1)
•CQt j ) SO TO HOO
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C
C CALCULATION OF AUSM£NTED INERTIA QTAOlCS FOR EACH BOnY
C
00 3 1 N"l ikia
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OLKRtK,1,J).OLKK(K , j ,j ) *HF (K ,L ,7 ]( E| (K ,L3 ,J ,L ,2 )
S -Et(K«L2""*RF(K»Li3> I»«F<K.L,1 > *E 1 < K , Li , J )
s -MFIK ,L,t >•£! <K .i.s.j) . MF (K ,L .SI*EI IK ,L6,j)
OLKR«K.2.J»«OLKR(K,2.J»»MF(K,L ,7>»(Ej (K,LI,J)»*«FIK,L,3)
* -E1(K,U3»J'«RF(K,L,H >+MF<K,L,2'«EI<K,LS,J)
S -MF(K.L.<*)*EI (K.Lt,J) - MF(K,L,6)«El (K ,L6»J)
OLKR(K , 3,J)«OLKR(|C ,3,j)*MF(K ,L ,7)»(El IK , L2 , J ) *«F (K. ,L , I )
* -EI(K,u|.J»«»»F(K.L,2l>*MF|K,L,3l«EHlC.L4.J)
» .HF(K>LtSI«EIIK fLHfJ) - MF(K,L,6)«EIIK.LS.J)
OLKI(K ,1 ,J).OLK] (KI1,J)»HF(K,L,7)»<ER|K,L3,J)«RF(K,L,2)
« -ER«K,u?. ,J)»RF<K.L,3) ) »MF ( K , L , 1 » »ER ( K , LH , J )
* -MFIK.L.^'ERU.Lb.Jl - MF(K,LiS>*ER(K,L*,J>
OLKI (K,2.J)-OLK1 (K,2.J>»MF(K,L•7)•(£R (K ,L 1 ,JI»RF(K,L,3 )
* -ER(Kit.J»«»*RF'(KiLi| ) )*HF"C.L«2 J*E»(K,L5,J)
S -MFIK.L,1*) •ERCK.LH.J) - MF ( K ,L , 4) «ER « K ,L6 , J )
OLKI<K,3,J).OUKI«K,3,JI*MF«K,L.7|»(ERIK,L2,0)«RF(K,L,1)
S -ER<K it 1 ••I)*RF«,L,2M«MF(K,L,3I*ER(K,L6,J)









REAL TFIOF ,NK.3> ,FF(BF »NK,3»,OT(QF,NKTJ,ETCQF «NKT>,Te<3>
SFBI3)|FA(NC,3),CM(| I , GMpd ) ,GMOO(J >.TH(|||*0(}),NXO(S>,*YO(S),«Zoi
*SI,E(S3,ll
































































































































DOUBLE P R E C I S I O N
 Ec I ST ) ,DTO < QF |NKT ) lETO (QF ,NKT ) , MOOT ( V )
C





S«H«SIN(GM, j I )
C4M"COSIG" ( J> 1
CGM|«1 ,-CGH
S|"CGHl»<S l j, 1 )
G2«CGNi»G( j ,2»
fi3-C6Ml«6«j.3»
SG2-SGM.GI J * 2 >
SG3-SGM.GI j J3 I
GIS«GI»G( J. i >
G2S-r ,2»G(J .2>
G3S«G3*G ( J 1 1
S 1 2"6 1 »G < J i I
GI3-G1 *G(J .3 )
G23«G2«G( J,3 '
ABC l ,1 )«CGn«GIS
ABl 1 ,2)«SGl»G12
A8' 1 ,3 ) •-S5?»5I3
AB< 2 , 1 ) ••$G3*<*1 2
A 8 ( 2 , 2 ) . C G M * G 2 S
A 8 ( 2 , 3 )«SG| *G23
A8( 3. 1 ) «S62»G13
A6<3 ,2 )« -SG l *< i 23
A B < 3 , 3 ) * C G H * G J S
!F(J.EQ*| I GO TO 3350
00 321 L"«M.l








331 T ( J , L , M I « T ( j , L , M , * A 8 ( t . , | ) . T ( K . l , M )
GO TO 335
33SQ CONTINUE
00 3351 L-l .3
00 33S1 M-i .3
33SI T ( J,i. iM) »AB ( L»M >
335 CONTINUE
C
C COORD. T R A N S F O R M A T I O N OF & V E C T O R S <To RE.F. BOOT FRAME)
C




G0( 1 , Jl "G0< i , J )»T( I ,K , J ) » G ( I ,K I
362 CONTINUE
C
C ANG. V E L O C I T Y COMPONENTS OF EACH BODY (1U KEF, flOOY F«AME)
C
00 346 K«l,NH
GGlK. I ) « Q H 0 ( K > * G O ( K , 1 )
G G « K , 2 ) » G H o ( K > « G O ( K , 2 )
366 . GG (K ,3 ) «GM(J (< > *GO(IC ,3 »
00 361 J-t.Nfl
KVHH J)
» X O < JI -WOl 1 1








^- " .'" JPUTECHNIC
329*























































































00 34 K«| »KV
i r (EPSIK i J ) .EQtO) 60 TO 36
»XO( J > « * X O ( j ) * S G < K , | )
» Y O ( J > . W T O ( j ) » S Q ( K , 2 )
CONT|NUE
CONTINUE
AN6. VCLOCITY COMPONENTS AT EACH HINGE UN REF, BOOT
00 3666 «•! ,NH


























OtKRO(Ki 1 t J)"«LKRO|K ,
OLKIOIK.1 U)"OLKIO(K ,
P<OS(K.| .J)*HKOS(K.l
GKOSIK ,t ,J)«GKOS(K.| ,J)*T(M.LiII»(iK(K,L,J»
PKOS(K,I ;j)»PKOS(K, 1 ,J).»F(K,J(
GKOSlK.t ,J). GKOSIK, t ,J)««F(K,J)
GO TO <«68
CONTINUE





PKOSlK.l , J)»PK(K,J ,j)«*F(K,J)
GKOSIK.l iJ).GKIK,
CONTINUE-
COMPUTE TOTAL F<"«ce 0" E»CH SUBSTRUCTURE UN COORO.)
FEXOI 1 I-F8( | >
FEYOd ).F8(2)
FEZOI 1 )«F8(3»
IFIFI II l.Eo.O) GO TO 254
IU-F1I I)
JN-f (IL.2I
00 253 J-l ,jN
FEXOI 1 1-FExQl I )*FF< ILiJ.l I


























































































































































F £ Z O ( I ) > F C Z O U > * F F ( I L » J | 3 )
CONTINUE.
FS< 1 . 1 J •FEso' > >
FS< I ,2l«FEfol »
FSI 1 , 3 ) « F E Z Q t 1 )
00 214 N-2.NB
K«N-|
00 2-460 L" l .3
FS ( N , L I "F A ( K , L )
I F C F J (N) .Efl.O) 5fl TO 214




FS(N. I ) «FS(N. t ) *TF ( IL.Ji 11
CONTINUE
COMPUTE TRiNSL.
 ANO R O T ^ T , Q ( SPl. ACE^ENTS Of APPENDAGE S08"B°OlES
00 232 K«l ,NF
JN>F(K ,2 )
LK«F jK , 3 )
00 233 J«l,jN
00 233 I«| .3
UIK.J.f )-0.
B (K i J > I )»0.
UOIK.J.I i-o.
8 0 ( K J , I ) " Q ,
ID» i j-i )»6»i
IR"IO*3
DO 233 L«I,L<
U ( K . j , ! ) - U ( K , J , I ) » 2 . . E R ( K , I O , L ) . D T ( K , L ) - 2 . « £ J ( I C , J O , L ) . E T ( K , L )
8(K,j , l )"8(K.JiI)*2..E"(K»l ' ' ,L).OT(K,L)-2.»EI«)C,l(<,L|.ET{*1LJ
UO IK ,J.I )«UO <K .J, J |-2..C«(K i ID |L ).ET(K ,L |.«F(K ,L)
S -2 t •£ I IK > I 0 «L ) *OT IK »L ) *MF IK »L )
B O I K , J . I ) > B O l K i < ' . I I ~ 2 < * E R I K « l R i L ) * E T ( K l L ) * W F I K | L )
* -2«.£I IK i lR|L)*DT(KiL)*vF( l( tL)
CONTINUE
coHPuTf C.M. PERTURBATION (FROM NOH. UNOEFORMCO L O C A T I O N ) ON EACH




MCKlK i i -0.'
00 245 J-l.jN
DO 265 .1,3
HcKiKt I mHCKi* iII»UIIC«JtII.'*F(K.J,7l
00 264 "1.3
C K O i K i i -HCKOIK ,i I/MSB ( JK)
CK (K,l).NCK(K«I)/NSBIlK|
CONTINUE
COMPUTE T O T A L EXTERNAL TORQUE ON EACH SUBSTRUCTURE ».R.T. ITS






TS(N,L ) -TA(K .L )
DO 2470 N»i ,NB
145* I L - F I ( M I
I | t l I L « E Q * 0 ) 60 To 2470






















































































L-CIIC, >»1 _,,, , k ^ v f u 4 l l A F e l t . l lFEXOI1 -Tin. .1>*FSU ) *T (« , 2, U*FS(1, 2,-,. n.j, ,.-.*...--
F£YO( -T(H, , 2 > * F S ( I 1 *T ( M , 2 , 2 ) *FS ( I ,2 » «T « N .3,2 »«FS I , 3
FEZO - T « H .3..FSU » »T < H , 2 , 3 » TS ( , ,2 » *T (N .3 ,3 » *FS ,3
rt iU> , .. _». . l ^T IH t 1 ««T«I 1 .J«*T lll.l. 1 I«T*I I .1)T x O t I " T « M , ,11*TSU ) *T (H ,2 .1 )« i3 ( I ,Z
T Y O d "T'N, , 2 > * T S « I I » T ( H , 2 , 2 ) * T S ( I ,2
T Z O « I - T « M , ,3 l *TS« I > * T ( N , 2 , 3 l * T S < i , 2
O X O ( I . I > - T ( M , » , U * O X U , I>»T«H,2 .1 l * O Y ( t ,
O Y O ( I . t l " T ( M , l , 2 ) « O X d , H » T C H , 2 . 2 > * O Y ( I ,
O Z O ( t , I » " T ( M , « , 3 ) * O X ( I « I ' * T < M , 2 , 3 ) * O Y ( I ,
0 X 0 ( 1 ,L I"T (M.I « t ) * O X ( I ,L > » T < » » ,2,1 »*OY (I ,
O Y O ( I , L » » T l M , l , 2 > * l ) X ( I , L > * T « M , 2 , 2 ) * O Y ( I ,
O Z O ( l . L » » T { H , i » 3 ) * O X « I . l . » * T ( H , 2 , 3 l * O Y ( I ,
00 17 J-l ,*TB
tF( I .EQ.J> GO TO i7
IF (CPS(K ,J» .E« .» ) 60 TO 177
IF (C (K , I » »EB.<J*I > » «° TO 17
0X0(1 ,J I«OxO< 1 »L!
O Y O ( I ,J I»OYO< 1 iU)
OZO( I ,J)«Ozol I •!-)
60 TO 17 ,.!,»,,|77 O X O ( | , j l - T ( N , « . » » * O X ( I , J » » T « H , 2 , l ) * P Y ( I
• » I \I»T (H t 3 , 2 > * ' S 11,3'
) « T l N , 3 , 3 > * T S l | ,3>
t »*T(M,3 , l ) * O Z ( I ,1 >
I ) * T ( M , 3 , 2 ) * O Z ( 1,1 )
1 ) « T ( H , 3 , 3 ) * O Z ( I ,»
t )»T (M,3 , l l *oZ ( l ,t)
U ) * T ( « , 3 , 2 ) « O Z < I ,UI
4. I*T («,3,3) *OZ( I ,U)
,I.T|IJ « i i * nz ( i kJ )ji*i i n t j 9 t 1*0** i i»»
O Y O ( ,J>.T(M,1,2) .OX(I ,J)*T(M,2.2)*OY(I ,J)*M«,J,2. -« |J . - |
O Z O « l , J » - T ( H , l . J » * O X U , J » * T < H . 2 . 3 > * O Y ( I , J ) * T ( « , 3 , 3 > * 0 2 U , J »
17 CONTINUE
00 367 I«l ,NB
0 X 0 ( 1 , I > « O X « » , I »
O Y O ( 1 ,1 »"0y( I,H
367 O Z O ( | , I > » O Z ( 1 « I >










































































ADDITIONAL AUGMENTED INERTIA OYADICS |IN REF.aODV FRAME)
DO 37 1-1 iNS
00 37 J-liNB











PS< ,J,1 ,2)-TM*DXO(J, )»OVO(]
PSI .Jtl i3)«TM*DXOC Ji )«OZO<|
PS( ,J,2il )-TM*OYO(J. )*OXO<I
PS( ,J,2,2).-TM*<oj(2»OZ2)
PS( .Jt2i3)-TM*OYO(Ji )*OZO<I




00 378 N.I, 3





PS< J, J,M,N)«PH( J.M.NI






























Vjl I .1 )-VJ( I tl )*2.*«MS-*«R2*U2*R3*U3»-I J2*83»I|3*82)
Vj(2i2t-VJ(2>2)*2.*(MS*(Rl*Ul*R3*U3)-123*Bl*I12*B3)
VJ(3i3)-VJ(3t3)*2.*(*lS*(Rl*Ul*R2*U2>-ll3*B2*I23*Bl)








a i * a o ( K t J i i i
32-BD<K,J,2l
B3-BDU,Ji3)




































































. . _ i l l "V jo ' ( l«
VJO(2 i2 l«V jo<2 .2 ) *2 .« IMS»(R l»UI+R3»U3) - I23 .8 l+ I12*83 )
V j O ( 3 i J ) » V j o < 3 , 3 ) * 2 . « ( M S » < R l . u t * R 2 « U 2 > - I 1 3 * 8 2 * 1 2 3 * 8 1 )
V J O ( i , 2 1 - V j D l I i 2 » - M S * « R | » U 2 « R 2 * U l ) - 1 1 3 * B 1 * 123*82-83*(122-1H)
VJO< I . 3 ) -V j 0 ( 1 |3 ) -HS*(R1*U3*R3*01 )* I i 2*8 1 - I 23*83-8-2* ( J 1 1-133)
V J O < 2 » 3 » * V j 0 < 2 . 3 > - H 5 » < R 2 » U 3 * R 3 » U 2 > - l 1 2 * 8 2 * 1 1 3 * 8 3 - 8 1 *( I 33-122)
. y.J.12.1 ) -VJ( j ,2_)
V J « 3 . l > » V J ( i , 3 ) - - . - - -
DO H95 |-l ,3
00 <»95 J«| ,3
P S I K K . K K i I , j l » P S ( K K , K K , I . J l + V J t I , J >
V J O ( z , t > * V j o < I |2)
V j O ( 3 , l ) - V J O ( l i 3 )
V J O < 3 . 2 > « V j o < 2 , 3 )
CONVERT INERTIA MATRIX TO REF. BOOr COORDS,




00 237 L-J ',3
ACIJ.I I.AC(J,1 )*VJD(J,U*TIM,L,I )
CONTINUE
00 238 J» ,3
DO 238 !• ,3
VJDO(K,J, )«Q.









TRANSFORM AUGMENTED BODY 1NERTU DTAOICS To REP. BODY FRAH£
DO 363 1-2.NB
M"HI ( 1 )
00 36H J«l ,3





00 36S J«l ,3
DO 34S K«I ,3
PSU ,1 .J>K).Q.













IFCKK.E3't) 60 TO 20*0
DO 2Q9 '»».JPGSOJK,I)«Q.
















































































VECTOR CROSS PRODUCTS OEScRiarNr, STSTEH ROTATIONAL COUPLINQ.
(OUADRATlc TERMS INVOLVES THE CONNECTlNfi BOOT ANGULAR
VELOCITIES ANO THE MUTUAL BARYCENTER-HINSE VECTORS)
00 241 K»l ,NF
l « F ( K , D * l
OUX««ZO(I ) .P«SO(K,2) - *YO( I )»PGSO( IC,3>
DUY-WXOU >.P6SOU,J)-*ZO(I )«PSSO(K, I I
OUZ-WTOJ i».pesoIK, j >-*xof i »*p«jsooc.2)
O U X O ( K » * Y o ( I » * < O U Z - 2 « * « P S O « K , 3 » ) - " Z O « I >«<oOY-2 ,«aPSo<K,2» I
D U Y O I K I - W Z O I I > « ( O U X - 2 « » S P S O t K ,1 I ) -«XO(I>• (OUZ«2.««PSo(K,31)
OUZO(K»«Xo( I > * ( O U V . 2 < * 6 P S O < K , 2 > ) - N Y O ( I ) * ( O U X » 2 « * « P S O ( K , I M
00 230 N'l.NB












IF(IL*E0.3l S« To 2303
DCPX«OCPX»OYO(N ,D«OUZO( I L ) -OZO( N ,L I *OUYO I ID
O C P Y « O C P V * O Z O < N , t ) « O U X O { ID-OXOIN.D'DUZOI ID
DCPZ»OCPZ*OXO<N,D«OUYOUD-OYO(N,L )»OUXO< ID
CONTINUE
«OX«wTO(L) .OZO( l - ,N»- l»ZO(D»OYO«L,N)
•OV>«ZO(L>«oXO(L ,N | .NXO(L t *OZO(L ,N )
•OZ>«XO(L>«OYO(L ,N) -NYO(L>«OXO(L ,N)
W«FOY.«ZO(L)»«OX.*XO<L)«*OZ
"WFOZ-«XO«LI««OY-»YO<LI«"OX
IFI!.E9«0> 60 TO 182
C»«0( N. 1 )•€•«(*, I ).*"FOX






ir(N.C4.Lt 60 TO 2301





































































O F X - O T O « N , N ) « F E Z O « M ) - O Z O ( N , N ) « F E Y O ( N )
, , l , 2 )»«TO(M)»PS«N,N , l , 3 ) . «ZO<N)
>
« « X O < N » * P S < N , N , 2 , 2 ) « » T O < N ) * P S < N » N
IFII.EQ.O) G" TO 213
HXO'VJoOi 1,| .1 I»"XOIN»«VJOO( lit i2»»«rO(NI*VJOO< I,| ,3|*«ZUlN)
HYO"VJOO( J ,2»» )»»XO(N>*VJOO< I t2 ,2 » »»ro <N » *V JOO I I ,2I3)*«ZO<N)




PfiFZ«<PSSOc I 1 1 )»<FEYO«N)-FTYM»-P<iSm I ,2 I • « FEXO ( N)-FTx« » )/«SB<NJ
P««OX"PGSO( I t2)«CPFZ-P6SO< I ,3)»CPFY
P«IOV*P6SO(! i3).CPFX-PS50<I it I'CPFi
P«*Oz«P6SO(t it )*CPFV«P6SOI I i2»«CPFX
•OOSXO-*YO«N»*OOSO< I i3)*«Zo<N)*DOSO<I<2)
• OOSYO>«ZO(N>*OOSO( ! it »«*XO CN 1*0050 < I ,3)






















AOO MATRIX ELEMENT COMPUTATION (3X31





*oo< i. I)-AOO'«,»»*PS< i.JiJ. »)
AOO(| i2)"Ago«» |2)*PS«I .J.1.2)








FLEX. APPEND* CONTRIBUTION TO AOO .MATRIX COMPUTATION (3X3)













































































., I ,3 l*OZO«.L).PSiO(LL , I I
















PSFIK ,L, 1 ,2>-PGSO«K ,2I*OXO(L,KI






IF(LL.EQ,0) 60 To 210
























IF(K.LE.L) 60 TO 2151
DO 2141 I»| ,3





oo 3004 L-I ,NB
LL-FI(LI






AOK VECTOR ELEMENT COMPUTATION (3X1)






















































































DO 7 J-i ,NB
00 7 I-IQtNB
00 II H»1»J
IF«EPS(M,I |.EQ.O)-(iO TO- 7
00 10 L-l »3
P«G<J,I ,N)«<PS(J,1 ,N,D-PSF(
CONTINUE
00 14 K«l ,NH
IpCK.fiT.li
 60 TO M
J9«H(Ki»l











AND AOF« M A T R I X COMPUTA T I ON « 3XNK T J




*8I 1 . J)»0.
DO 221 L-l.NB
A8< I ,2)-A8( i i2)-OZO(L ,JQ)
A8<li3)>AB(it3>*DYO(LiJQ)
AB(2,3).Ati(2i3)-DXO(LiJQ)
ABI2.1 )»-AB( I »2»





AOFI (K ,| ,J).OLKIO(K,I ,J|
00 220 L«l .3
A3FRJK, 1 , J»«AOF«U, | , J) .




VECTOR COMPUTATION <lx^4KT) IFLEX.COUPLINS «ITH RUIO
AKFI VECTOR COMMUTATION (1XHKT) ( FLEX ,cOUPL I Nfi «ITH RUIO
00 22<< K«l . Nf
JK«F«,3)
J8-F{K,1 l«|





00 231 J»l ,3
AB< I , J)"0«
DO 226 L-l.NB
lF<EPS(M,L>.E4.0) GO TO 226
AB-< 1 ,2 > "ABC i t2>-OZO(l<JQ>
AB< t ,3)«A8{























































































»B<2, I I"-»B( 1 ,2>
*8(3, I )«-AR( 1 »3>
*B(3 ,2 )»-AB(2 .3 I
00 228 |«, ,3
00 27B J-l.jK
OURI I , J)«OLIC«Q« , I
OUI t I i J)«OUKI«3«1 f
IFIEPSIM.K ) .E J«
IF(CPS(H,K) .C4
DO 228 L-1.3
OUR! I ,J )«OUR( I iJ)-A3lliL)*aKOS(K,t,J>
OUI ( I , JI-Oui (I,J)-AS(liD*PKOS(K,L«J>








AKp I (K ,1,J,.0.
00 229 I«l,3
*KFR<K,M,J»«A<FRCK,M,jl+GO(H.I I.QURI I ,jl
AKFI(K,M,J).AKFI(K , 1 , J ) .(.0 ( H , | )«OUI < I , J)
CONTINUE






IF(EPS(K ,J) .EQ.O) SO TO H2
C*< J,l >»C»( Jil I*"GJ«,1 )














E (Kl»l , I )-E (K1»I , 1 )-EA( | >
E(K|»2.t)-E(K|«2,,)-EA(2)




00 52 M«l ,3





IFIPl (K ) .Ne.O) GO TO 60
I«I*I
EC( I»3)»0t
00 401 M-l .3
CEIH»-Q«
00 6| J-JK.NB
IF (EPS(K ,J) .EQ.O) GO TO bl


























00 65 Hal ,3
J|-3«(J-1 >»M
CE«M)»CE(H).E< Jl i | )
CONTINUE





00 610 J«l ,NH
IFIPI ( J) .Eo.Q) fiO T3 610




00 612 1 >1 ,NH
IF(PJ < I ) .NE.OI 60 TO 612
K»K* |
00 61 I J-l ,NH
IFIPI (J) .Eo.OI 60 TO 611
IF(I.GT.J) *S( I ,J)«AS (J, J
10«»2»
1 0 f 3 •
1 0 H <4 •
1 01 5 •












































C COMPUTE RT. HAND SIDE OF APPENDAGE
C
DO H77 K»l ,NF
00 179 I-J.3
H79 CDU(K.I)«0.
00 478 L«l ,NF






DO MS 3 K«l ,Nf
I'FIKil )«l
M-HI 1 I )
Ca ( 1 ) • (FTXQ + CDU 1 K i 1 ) ) /TM « CWWOII,
C«(2)-<FTYo*CDU(K,2) I/TH » CwXOd,
CO«3)»(FTZo*CDU«K,3) 1/TH * C»I«0(I,
IF( I.EQ. 1 ) GO TO H8HO
00 Mai J-l .3
VE(K,J)--N«IOE(K ,J)




DO net i j»t ,3
. M8M1 VE(K,J)-C«Cj)-*"OE«i<,J>
483 CONTINUE
00 H85 <«1 ,wF
NL-FIK.2)
1«F(K, 1 )*1
M.HI ( I )
R 1 »S« (K , 1 )
R2>SR(K ,21
R3-SRIK.3)
1FII.E8.1I G° T0 <*870












( 1 )»T (M,J i
(IN APPEND. COORDS.)





























































NI2 -wN( | )««H(2 ) -R | .R2
»23«w* ( 2 > •*« ( 3 ) -R2*R3
00 486 N-I ,N(.
00 488 J-J ,3
JN»N6«J
JM»JN*3
V B I K ,JN).FFtK ,N,J)
V 8 l K t J M » » T ( f (IC.Ni J)
Va U ,N6+1 UyB (K tN6*l )-HP (K ,N,7)«( -RF (K ,N,1 )
S2«RF (K ,N ,3 ) .W13)
V B < K ,N6*2)»v8 lK iN6»2)-Mr <K , N , 7 ) • ( -RF ( H
 (N , 2 ) • ( *33*« 1 1 ) *RF IK ,N ,1 )•«(
S 2 * R F ( K , N , 3 ) « N 2 3 )
V 8 < K . N 4 * 3 ) , v B ( K >N4»3)-MF <K ,N,7| « ( - K F ( K i N i 3 ) .(HI 1+X22, +RF(K ,N ,1 ) •«,
S3*RF |K ,N ,2 ) tN23 )
CElM- HF (K,Ni | >.MH( 1 I-MF (K tN i4) *«N(2) -HF (K iN,S).MH|(3)
C e ( 2 > B - * F ( K , N i 4 > . « W ( | > « H F < K i N i 2 > * » W ( 2 > - n F ( K t N i 6 > . f t » < 3 >
CL( i I»MF <K ,N •> I.RI-HF (*• ,N,m.R2-MF IK ,N,5i»R3
CL(2 l - -MF(K ,N ,4 I .R i *MF<K ,N ,2 )»R2 -HF(K ,N ,6 ) .R3
C L < 3 ) " - M F < K.N.5) »R1-MF (« ,N, 4) « R 2 * M F < K , N , 3 ) » R 3
va (K .N««4 ) . V a (K l N6*4 ) - («« (2 '«C£(3 l -WI I I I ( 31 .CC(2 l I
$ + ( R 2 « C L ( 3 ) . R 3 » C L (2) )
( 2 )
* » < R 3 . C L ( l ) - R l » C L ( 3 )




N V - I V




00 492 J-l ,JN
IL"NV*J
V V l - ( E T ( K , j | + i F l K , J ) » o T ( K , J I ) « 2 .
V V 2 " ( O T » < i j | - 2 F «
00 493 N'l ,NL*
V V 2 » V V 2 - E R ( K iN|J) .yd(K .IK)
00 494 N-l ,3
V V I » v V t - G K | K t N , J ) « V E ( K | N >
VV1--*F (K , j | « V V l - Z S R ( K ,J >
VV2««WF(K , J )«VV2-ZSI (K iJ)
EC( IL1 .VV1
E C ( I O l « V V 2
00 4920 U«l ,NM
I F I P I I D . E Q . O > G o T O 49JO
E C ( I L I - E C < I L )
E C l ! 0 ) « E C « | 0 )
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
ENTER CONSTANTS INTO FLEX, aooy PORTION OF COEFF. MATRIX A
NV«i V
00 462 K « t . N F
NL«F(K ,3 )
00 443 I - l . N L
I L » N V » I
IO»IL»NTHO
































































































A ( J , J O ) « A l l O i J )




DO 467 J«l ,NH
i F l P t ( J) tNE.O) SO TO 467
JI»J1»1




A( 10, JI»3 )
A t J I + 3 i t L I • A < 1 1 1 J I * 3 )




CALCULATE put*. BODY COUPLING COEFF. AND ENTER JNTO A
v
00 473 L«l ,NF
NL-F<L.3>
NRO»I V
00 474 Kml ,MF
IF<K<E4>D 60 TO 474
00 47S I«l ,NR
1ONRO + 1
tO»t((»NTMO







00 4750 N"J .3
A( IK.JK I-A(|K ,JK
A( IO.JK I«A( IO,JK)-PKOS(K


















































































A( 10,JO)-A ( |O.JO J-PKOSIK iN.I » »PKOS (L ,N . J 1 /T"
CONTINUE
Al JK.IK)'A(IK.JK)
Al JK. JO»"A( JO. JK)
A( JO,IK)-A( |K.JO»




LOAD SYSTEM MATRIX <A> WITH AOO.AQK.AKH ELEMENTS
00 23 l- J i 3
DO 23 J-1.3
Al I ,JI-AOO( | iJ)
00 2l I"li 3
K-0
00 2<( J'l.NH
IF«PI« Jl.NE.0> GO TO 21
A|K*3» t )"Ay{ J» I )




IF<PI « i ).NE.OI GO TO 2So
K«K»l
L-0DO 25 J-J.VM
IFIPI (JI.NE.OI GO TO 25
L-L»l






ANGULAR MOMENTUM OF THE SYSTEM
IFIPI <HH«1 ).NE«I ) 60 TO 8752
DO 5651 I-l .3
HM<1)-0.
00 5651 J-i.3
HH«I J-HHII »«A( I iJ)««0<J)
00 5652 I-J.3
00 5652 J-I.QM
HHll )-HH(I )»A¥(J,| )*GHO(J»
DO 565} I-i ,3
00 5653 K«l ,NF
NL"F(H,3>
HM<I )-HH«")*AOFR(K,| ,JI»OT(K,J)*AOFl (Kit .J)»ET(IC,JI
CONTINUE
HN-SORT<HHCI>*«2 * HHI2)*«2 * HH(3>««2>
CONTINUE







IFIJ.LE«V> GO TO 913
JV»J»(V>IV|
EC«JI-ECUV»































K-J-3IF(PI IK) .NE.QI GO TO 911
EC<J)-ECIKVI
KV»KV-I
GO -TO- 910 ......
EC(J)«GHDD(K>
CONTINUE
00 9Q03 l«t ,W
»OOT( ! )-EC( | 1
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Appendix D
Subroutine MBDYFN Listing and User
Requirements
Subroutine Entry Statements
CALL MBDYFN(NC, H, MB, MS, PB, PS, G, PI,
NF, F, EIG, REC, RF, WF, ZF)
CALL MRATE(NC, TH, TB, TS, FB, FS, TF, FF, GM, GMD,
GMDD, ET, ETD, WO, WDOT, ETD, HM)
Input /Output Variable Type and Storage Specifications
INTEGER NC, NF, H(nc, 2), f(nf, 3), PI(n + 1)
REAL MB(7), MS(nc, 7), PB(/ic, 3), PS(nf, nc, 3),
(nc, 3), FB(3), FS(nc, 3),
;m||; GM(«), GMD(n), GMDD(n), ElG(nf, 6nk, Nk~),
6, Nk), RF(nf, nk, 3), WF(/i,,
nt, 3), FFC^, «fc, 3),
^), W0(3).
•
DOUBLE PRECISION WDOT(n + 3), ETDD(«,, A^)
'
External Subroutines Called
CHOLI>— {see Appendix C and statement 1013)
Subroutine Setup
Insert the Fortran statement
PARAMETER QC - nc, QH = n, QF = W/, NK = nk, NKT - ^
(If more than one appendage is present, use the largest nk and Nk for the
PARAMETER statement to provide sufficient storage.)
Data. Restrictions
1
°° JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1598
iS'i Core Storage Required
I
®| Code: 4500 words
II
s-cs Data: — 500 words (minimum; increases with «, /j,) .




53 I* SUBRoUT|NE M B O Y F N « N C , C » M B i M A . P B > f > A i S « f > t .NF,F.El6,HEC.RFi«F,*F)
^| 2* C
m 3* c ADJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS
, --C'-im H* c
If 6* INTEGER P|(l)tC<NCi2)
«3 6* REAL MBC |> ,MA(NC,7» iPB(NC,3> ,pA(NC.NC,3»
*& 7* PARAMETER QC« |,9H«2 ,(jF» I |NR" » .NICT-7
f| a* PARAMETER N»K-6«NH»S»9C*I • V"«M*-J»V«-«<«V.S3«3.S,^««M,NH»9M
P 9* PARAMETER ST-V»«F*NKTiSH-S*STii to* c
&,1 U* C ADDITIONAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
J« 12* C
sj 13* DOUBLE PRECISION A ( S T > S T ) , B M A $ S ( S )
P 11* INTEQEH E P S ( Q , S ) , C P S ( 9 C , S ) , H ( ( J ) , M 1 ( S ) ,F t«S j , F (NF ,3 l
:-; »b» REAL A 0 0 1 3 . 3 ) , A B « 3 . 3 ) , A O F ( 8 F , 3 . N K T I , A K f ( 9 F , 8 M . N K T ) , A 5 1 9 . « ) . A ¥ ( 9 . 3 I
V; 16* » | A I S « 3 I , C E ( 3 ) , C K ( a F , 3 ) » C w < 3 > . C » « 0 ( 5 , 3 I , C * ( S , 3
31 17* > S , S > , O X O ( S , S ) , o Y o ( S , S ) | D 2 0 ( S , s » | O L K ( U F | 3 . N K T )
'^ 18* > i N K T ) t £ A ( 3 ) i E I G ( N F i N 6 K i N K T ) i F E X O < S > i F E Y Q l S I
:1:| 19* » i6G(9 t3 l » 6 < Q , 3 > . ( X X I S l i i Y T ( S > t UZ<S) i | X T ( <
H 2Q* » > L Y < S , S > . L Z « S . S < , M S B ( S » » M C K « « F , 3 > , P H « S . 3 , 3 ) , p S S < S , S , 3 » , P S ( S i S , 3 t 3 )
is! 2», S ,PK«8F ,3 ,NKT , ,P6SO(«F ,3» ,PSF(S ,S ,3 ,3 | ,PKO«9F ,3 ,NKT» ,RF<* r ,NK ,3J
v& 22* « C ' N F « « » N K T ) » T X O ' S ' t T Y o ( s ) , T Z 0 ( s ) i T « a . 3 , 3 ) , 1
If 23* *t3) iva(QFiN°K>•»F<NF,NKTI,N6j(9n.3)t^F<NFiNKT^*2SR(WF >NKT)<HH(3>
g| 2<(* EQUIVALENCE ( A , PS ) , ( L* , 0X0 I , (L r ,OTO J , (LZ ,020 )?!% 2&* NB-NC*!
^ 2*» C
r-<1 27* C DEFINE EPSUiJI USING C
1 *«• C
g- 2*» DO 86 K'liNC
^| 3Q* DO 86 J"2»NB
%| 3|* IF(K.E9.(J-J)) CPS(K,J|«1
•-O'-l 32* IF(K.LT.U-l)) faO TO 87
;'S 33* 60 TO 86
3$ 3H* 87 CONTINUE
^
 36* J|«J-I
'•fj. 37* DO 89 L"JO»Jl
^ 38* IF(K,6T*(L*II ) 60 TO 89
•3 39* . IF» IcPStKiL' .E9»l I «ANO«(C(J-l ,»»«E9»»L-IM )
 CPSU.J)-I
m ••o*
m t|* 89 CONTINUE
!^ t2* 86 CONTINUE
^S H3* L"0
;^ 11* DO t J»I,NC































KK-C(J- | ,2 )
DO 8 K- | ,KK
&«•



































































|F«I.C8.J| «0 TO 17
KI«H(D
K2«HI J-l>
IF<Kt<EOtK2> 6Q TO 17
H1(K2*I)»1-I
CONTINUE
OEFiNC F,(j>.K, MNEKE j-BOOr-LABEL* I AND K ,s APpCN0A«E*lABf


















































IF«I.6T,J» «0 TO 70
IF(ltEQtl) «0 TO BO
|F«CpS«ll.J>.EQ«i' «0 TO 400








































































OCFINC PK(3 K NKT ARK AT I
oeriNe ocn-TRfcNSpost MATRIX <3 » NKT
oo





OOUILE PRECISION ECIST|*eTpP|«F»NKT) ,«OOT«V )
BODT-TO-BOOT CQORPINATC TRAN$fo«n*T|ON





























































6 lS"Sl»G< Jt 1 *












IF(J»E9«D «6 TO 33So
DO 321 t*«M»l






T ' J »L iM ' *0«





DO 3351 M>t 13
T 1 J »L • H ) BA8 ' L iM 1
CONTINUE












oo J«* K * I , H H
EACH BQ0r <IN REft
, 3 I -4MO » K ) *GO ( R i 3 »
oo 3«i J»J,NB
KV-MI ( j)
N X O < W > " t O < I '
•Yo(J ) -»0«2)
00 3* K « | , K V
) F ( E P S ( K , V ) * E « t O I <•<> TO 3*










































































ANf i* V E L O C I T Y COMPONENTS AT EACH M l N « C UN R*F« COOT F R A M E )














TRANSFORM PK AND OCR TO REF* BOOT BASIS
I F ( K K < E Q * l ) 60 TO 1720





OtKO(K, l , J )»OLKO(K,J , j»*T«M,L,n»OUKU,L,J)






COMPUTE TOT*L EXTERNAL FORCE




J F C F I <
• F B « I »
•FB(2)
•FB(3)
) * E « * 0 ) 60
00 253 J.I.JN
F E x O ( n « F E X O <
F E Y O ( I » " F E Y O (
F E Z O ( I ) « F E Z O (
C O N T I N U E
F S ( I i l I ' F E x O t I )
TO 251
F S ( I , 3 ) « F E Z O ( U
DO 214 N.Z.NB
K"N*I
DO 2140 L M > 3
214Q F S | N , L ) " F A ( K | L )
! F ( F i ( N ) . E 8 « 0 » 60 TO 214
(L.FKNI
J N . F ( I L i 2 )


















FS(N,.| ) -F5 (N. | I«FF t
CONTINUE


































































COHPUTE C - M « PERTURBATION IFKOM NONI UNOEFOAHEO LOCATION) ON
SUBSTRUCTURE *ITH AN APPENDAGE <LOC4L COOROS.I
oo 262 K-I.NF
IK-FIK . i J«i
JN.F(K,3)
00 263 1-1,3
«CK <K • i l-o>
uo 26S J- i , JN
00 26S I«i,3
MCK(KI| >-HCK(KI| )-PK (K tl ,Ji *ET IK » j'
Do 266 1-1,3
CK(K, I )-HCK(K,I l/HSBl |K)
CONTINUE
COMMUTE ToTA^ E«T£HNAL T<JRgU£ ON gACH SUBSTRUCTURE 'tRtTt |T
INSTANTANEOUS CtHt l|N LOCAL COORD.,








IF(lL*EQ*B> GO To 2670
JN-F< IL<2>
00 2671 J-1UN
DO 247l L-I, 3
TSjN,Ll-TS(N,i.|»TFl|L«JiL»
CONTINUE
00 269 N-l ,Nu
K-F I (N)







IF(K.EQ.Q) <>0 TO 271
JN.F(K,2)
DO 272 J-liJN




TS t N i l )-TS(N,H*RUY»FF(H
TS(N,2)»TS(N,2)»RUI«FF(K,J, > J.RUX.FF (K , J ,3 )
TS(N,3)«TStN,3»*HU*»FFU.J«2»-RUT»FF iKiJ.II
CONTINUE
































>«TS1 I it t
TTg< I >*TS< 1*2)
TiO<l I«TS(1 «JI
DO 17 1-2. NB
M-MMII
TO R£F« 80QT F«»ME
FtxOl 1 )-TlH, J , J I»FSU ,»»TlH,2,l >.FSi I ,•
F E Y O < l l - T l H M t 2 » « F S « l , l ) » T I « , 2 » 2 > « F S < l , ;
F E z O < I ) " T < N < l > 3 > « F S ( | , | ) * T ( M i 2 , 3 ) * r $ l l i .
TXodl •TIM,l, l)«TS(I,|)»T(M,2,U*TS(|,;
T Y o « l » •T (H i r .2>»TS( | i l l *T (N ,2«2)»TS r ( | , i . , . R . . . ..,.-.
TZo ' 1 ' • T l M » J » 3 l » T S « I . | l » Y ( N t 2 » J ' « T 5 « l » 2 » * T « M , 3 . 3 ) « T S » l « 3 >
1 , I I * T ( " , | , | ) * O x l l . l > « T < H ( 2 i l > « Q Y l l t l > « T < H , 3 i | > * D Z ( l , !i • « ^ T < M t 9 • _ *\ ti * • t f c ^ . v « H 9 9 i _ f\ w t I I k . * . * A *\ 4 k . A V j t tOYo(|,i)»T(M||,2},o*(I,I)*TIH|2l2)«Or(I,l)«T(Hl3l2)«02(ltll
02o (l»I >*T««»l«*>»OX<HI»*T»l1.2i3»«pT<|»|»«TlH»3i3>»0«Utl>
ox0< i, L>«Ti«.iaJ«D»( I,C»*T<H, 2ii»«o Yd, U>*T<« «J ••>•<>*» I m»
OYQ( I,D»T(H,|,2»«OX(l,t»*T(H,2,2l»OY( J ,L)»T(M,3.2)«Oi«»»L)
OZo(liL>aT(M,|,3)*OX(l>t)«T(H,2t3)«OY(I,Cl*T(H>3i3>*02(ltl.)
DO 17 J-I.N8
IF(I,EQ.J) «0 TO 17|F(CPS(Kt.Jt*CQ*l) 40 TO 177
|F(C(K,n«E«»«J-jH 60 TO 17
DXO< I ,J>-OxO<l ,L)
OYo(l.J)-OYOjl,t-)





DYo< 1 »! >»OY< 1 1 1 >








ADDITIONAL AU6M6HTED INERTIA OYAOICS (IN RCF.BOOy
DO 37 |"liNB
00 37 J-1.N8




PSC | ,Jil i2 ) "TN*DXO(J, |
PS( | ,J , | ,3 ) "TN«OxOl j , | )«OZO<I
PS(| ,J,2,n«TH«OYO(J,| ) « O X O ( I , J »
PS(l ,J,2,2)--TN»»OX2«oi2)
PS I I ,J,2,3)*TH«OYO< J.I )«OZO( |, J)




PS(J,| ,HtN)*PS( I »













00 751 N.I, 3
PS( It I .M.N)"PH( I tHiNI















PS(I , I ,J ,K)»0.
00 365 L«1.3



































































COMPUTE THE PSSO VECTORS FOR E*CM FLEX* APP^OA^
00 2Q8 K«|,NF
KKaF (Ki 1 >*l
M"Hl (KK )
JNT"F (Ki3)
|F(KK>EO>I) 60 To 2Q90
00 20* 1-1.3
p{leAflf . T i an •r v^w i K | i *™u
00 2<j* J"»i3
P4SO(K, I )«P6SO(K, I )«T(H,J,I ).(-MCK(K,J) )
60 TO 208
CONTINUE
00 20? 1 J'lO
P6SO<K,I J«.MCK(K,| )
CONTINUE
VECT0R CRusS PRODUCTS OEsCRlbU** SYSTEM ROTATIONA|. C0up, iN6t
(QUAORATlC TE*<nS iNVOLVJNft THE CONNECTING »OOT AN6ULA"
VELOCITIES AND THE «UTUAL B A" YCENTER-M 1 Nftg VECTORS*











































































(FtltEOtOI &0 TO H82








IF(l.NE.O) «0 TO 7IH7














 (3)*(FCXO(N>*FTXH)*PtSO(I , 1 > • t Ft i« ( N » -F T2M ) )/HSBiNl
P Q F Z - ( P G S O ( I i I ) » ( F t Y O ( N l - F T Y H ) - P & S O ( l , 2 > » t F E x « J ( N ) - r T X H ) ) /HSB( N )
P*«OX«PCSO( I ,2)»CPFZ.P(iSOI I i i )«CPFY








E(K«2i> >-MZ»*XO«NI-HX»*ZO(N) »TYO(N) »CPY«OFY*p6FY-PW«UY
£U*3»» »-MX»*YO«N)-HY»*XO<N)*YiOtN)*tPZ«Of
CONTINUE









AOO( I il )»PS« I »Jil til ORIGINAL PAGE IB
OF POOR QUALITY





















































! » » * 0 0 < I . 2 > » P 5 ( 1 • J » » «2»
D » A O O I l i 3 ) » P S ( l > J » l . 3 )
AOQf2 .2 ) " *00 (2 i2 |«PS( I , J . 2 ,2 )
A O o ' 2 i 3 ) - A u O ( 2 i 3 ) » P S ( i
A O o t 3 i 3 » « A o O ( 3 , 3 j * P S t
CONTINUE
A 0 o < 2 i l > - A O O t I i 2 )





IFlK.GT.C) &0- TO 210
00 2|03 !•! (3
00 2)03 J"l »3
LL-FHD
IF(KK«EQ*OI 60 TO 2101
OPl-PGSOUKi I
PSFtKtL»l»»»—0''2-OP3
« K »L »2 »2 > —DPl
< K * L t I i 2 > « P G S o U K t 2 > * O X O < l . i K >
CONTINUE
IF(LL>EQ«0) 60 TO 2iQ
IF(K.EQtt) «0 TO 2102





i i .JI*AB<J( 1 1
60 To 2IC
2i»2 CONTINUE
00 2|H I . I ,3
00
A B C
00 2JS t « l , 3
00 2jS J-1,3
PSFU.LI J ' j ' -A f
CONTINUE
00 2|Sl KM »NB
00 2 j5 l LM'NB
IFlK.Ce.L) 60 TO 21&1
00 2|<«| IM>3
00 2 jH i JM>3
PSFUiLt l i J>«PSF(L iK ,J t l »
CONTINUE
00 3Q04 .KM »NB
KKaF](KI
00 300H L-liNB
JF{ tKK.E«.ol.ANO.(LL.t«tO» 60 TO
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48fl* 00 3Q03 l"l»3
00 3Q03 J"l»3


























































































AOK VECTOR ELEMENT COMPUTATION Ux_n








00 11 N-l i3
|F(EPSIMil)«EQ«b) 60 TO 7
PS6< Jt I |N)«0«
00 10 L-l t3
PSc(jt|iN'aPS(i(^t|tN)*(PS(ji||NiU ) "PSF ' Ji|*M*k
AV(M,N)-AV(M,N)*PSS(J, J ,N>
CONTINUE
00 11 K altNH
lF<Kt6T<M) 60 TO 14










AS<K,N)*60(KI| )»AIS( j (*ftO(K,2)»AIS(2)*60U, J|«A
CONTINUE








AB( | ,2)'AB( 1 i2l-OZO(i.t JWI
AB( I.3)*AB< 1 ,3»»OYO(L»J«'
AB(2|3)«AB(2fj)«oXO(tiJQ)
AB(2,l)»-AB<li2>




AOF (K.I ,J)»OLKO(K, 1 ,J»
00 220 L"l|3
AOF«K» i • J|"*OF<K» j »w» • AB( i IL'*PKO<K»LIJ»
CONTINUE
AKF VECTOR <1 X NKTI (FLEX* CQUPL|N« »|Th R|e*0






































































A8( I ,J )«Ot
oo 226 U » » . N B
| F ( C « > S ( M i l . ) « E Q t O ) 60 TO 22*
C O N T I N U E
A 8 ( 2 , l ) « - A 8 « 1 . 2 )
A 8 ( 3 t l ) - - A B ( | i 3 »
* 6 ( 3 , 2 ) — * 8 < 2 i 3 l
00 228 I " l . ^
00 228 J'ltJK













00 H2 K-I.JK|F(EPS(KiJI»£ ItQ) 60 TO











00 H507 t*| ,3
CONTINUE
















IMEpSIKiJJ »E«.OI 60 TO 61























































































































































65 CE { H| «CE< H)*E< Jl , 1 J
61 CONTINUE
DO 64 L"»«3
46 EC< I*})«eC( I«3)*aO(K,L)«CE( l . l
EC( l«3 j»eC< UJ|«TH(K)
60 CONTINUE
DO 6|0 !•> »3
00 6|0 J»J |NH
1F(PK JI.EO.OI «0 TO 410
E C < J ) B E C l l ) " A V ( U , J ) *6HOD< JJ
610 CONTINUE
K»0
J V - 3
DO 6»2 1-l.^H
1F(PI 1 I ).NE«fl) <iO TO 612
K'K+1
i v« i v *»
oo 6it J»I,NH
IF(Pl ( J) .E9«0) SO TO 611
IF( l .GT.J) ASI I U)«AS( Jtl >




C COMPUTE RT, HAND SlO t OF APP£
C
00 ^83 K* 1 t "F
I"FUil >*»
M-Hl (I 1
C Q ( U « F T X O / T H * C N W O ( | , U
CQ(2 ) *pTyo /T |4 * C M N O ( l i 2 ^
c«(3) «FTZO/TM * c"»*o<i .3>
IF(I.£9.|) 50 TO H8t0
VE(K,J )«0 .
00 181 U"l«3
H8H V E < K i j ) B V E ( K » j l « T * M » J » L ' * C l j ' i .
50 TO H83
•»«•»« CONTINUE
00 t8Hl J"| »3




NL*F { K »2 >





VB(K , JN)»FFtK,N, J)










VV| * * i l f f * )C i j f * j 2 * *Z^ (H i J ) *£TD i
oo 493 N»I.NL*
493 VV l "VV 1*E16*K iNi J ) * V B ( K » N >
00 494 N«|,3
494 VV 1 *W 1-PK (K ,N t J) *VE( K »N>
VV|»Wf2SR<Ki J>
EC l ID -VV l





00 1920 L»l iNH



































































































































ENTER CObFF* MHl.CH COUPLE REF , BOOT ANO ?LCX. APPENOA«ES |NTQ A
NW-IV
00 141 K*liNF





A( Jt ID'AI )t,J)
NV«NV*NL

































































































































































































L0«0 SYSTEM MATRl* <A> *|TN AOOiAOKiAKH CLENrNTS
DO 23 J«li3
00 23 J«l|3
A« I ,J»»AOO( 1 iJl - --. _
00 21 1*1 i3
K>0
00 21 J'liNH
J P (Pj ' j 1 «NE '0' 60 TO 21
K«K*I
Aln*3ill*AV'jtl)








ir»Pl«J).NE«o> 60 TO 25






AN«ULAR NONCNTUH or THE SYSTEM
|r|P|(NH*l)«NE*|) 60 TO 8752
00 5*51 I»l»3
MMU )«0«
OQ 5*5 1 J»1O
HH| | )»MM| 1)*AC I » J)»*g< J>
00 5*52 I-l >3
00 5*52 J-1KJH





HH( I )"NM< 1 )*AOF <K I |tj)*ETO<K(jl
CONTINUE
MM.SQRT(HM( 1 )««2 » HH(2t**2 * HH(3I**2I
CONTINUE





CALL CHOLO ( >92 , A ,ST i I T ,CC ,0* , 1 «0«7 1
00 9|0 J*NTt1i«t
iP(J*L£tV) 60 TO 913
JVaJ»( V»iV )
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Appendix E
Subroutine MBDYFL Listing and User
. Requirements
. Subroutine Entry Statements
Same as MBDYFN (see Appendix D)
Input /Output Variable Type and Storage Specifications
Same as MBDYFN (see Appendix D)
External Subroutines Called
AINVD — double precision matrix inversion subroutine. Inverts any real square,
nonsingular matrix, A, and leaves the result in A (see statement 419).
Subroutine Setup





Data: —500 words (minimum; varies with n, nfi
Listing
1* SUB RoUT I Nt MBDT* L»NC,C .«B ,M» .PB,PA.G.P l ,Hf ,f ,t I <• »REC ,KF , «F . If
2» C
3» C ADJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS
•»• C
b* INTEGER PIUI , C < N C , Z ) .
6» REAL M 8 ( l » , H * ( N C , 7 > ,Pb«NC,3 l , P A < N c , N C , 3 |
7* PARAMETER gC»i ,«M"2»&r"l «NH."I iNKT-7
j ?• .PARAMETER s
»o» c
n* c AooiTioNAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
I2» C
13* DOUBLE PRECISION A ( bT , ST | ,»RM SH J , BM ASS. ( 5 )
i II* INTEGER £PS<y,S ) ,CPS(Hl(..i) ,H(g I ,H( (S) ,F I <S ) ,r»NF |3)
Ib* REAL A0043.-» .AB»3i3) , AOF I QF • 3 i NKT I I AKf ( OF . UH • NKT > .*&««•«) .Avift.il
1 16* SlA|S(3),CL(3)lCK(gr,3),CWU),DA(S,SllDT(SlSl,D2IS,S>.UXO(<>.S)tDTOI
, 17* *S,sl.OZO(i,S),oLn(9F.3.NMt.OUR(-l.NKT),tIUlNF ,N«K.NH.T >.F£AU<SI.FtI
" 18* *Ots),F£ZOlSl.FStS.3),C,0(g,3>.(i(9,J),UX(SI,lYTlSI,|ZZlS'.l*T(sJiU
'" 19* *ZlS>,lTZ(5|,LX(S,S),trtS,S),l.Z(S,SI .MSBtS) ,MCM«F, J) .f-MtS.j.jl ,PS(,
* 2u* *(S,S,3),Pi(S,S,J,3),pK(«F,3,NKT) ,P&SOl9F.i) , »( I NF . NK . J ) • «tt < NF . * i N
2|* *KT).TXOlSl.TYO(S)
22« *F »N*K) ,«F(Nf,NKT)
1
- ORIGTNAC PAGSTST





28* DO 8* K'liNC
29* DO 86 J"2iNB


































































































JF (K««T« (L - I | 1 <iO TO 89

















COMPUTE HJ<1,.J, »HEME |BBUOT LABEL+J AND JanCA^EST hlNftE LABEL
HI ( | | • |
NI(NB)*NH
00 17 |«NH,J
lF( l ,EQ«l> 60 TO 17
K2-M(1-H
I F ( K t » E Q > K 2 > 60 TO 17
H|(K2*I)*1-I
CONTINUE
DEFINE FlIjI'Kt «HERE j*bOI>r»LABeL*l *NO K I« APptNtfAfcE«tABE(.
(IF K»0, BOOT HAS NO FLtX t APpENOA«E|
DO 239 N»l|NB
F 1 4 N ) *Q





C DEFINE SUBSTRUCTURE MASSES
C
•S* 00 218 N*2iNB
C
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Hi* oo 149 1*1 ,NB
US* II.1*1
11** oo 119 J*i(NB
IIB* |F(I«EQ»JI 6g fO 1*3
119* 1F(I,6T.J> 60 TO 70
I2o* ir(I«EO*l' 60 TO BQ
12|* IF(CPSCI t ij'<CQ«| ) «0 TO
122* 70 LX(l,J».PA(Jl,ll,l>
121* . LZ(l,J)"PA(tnIl,3)
12&* 60 TO 119
12** IQb CONTINUE
127* DO *00 K'liJl






|3S* «0 00 9Q L"l*jl


















l»7* C CALCULATION OF AUGMENTED INERTIA O^AOJCS FOR EACH BOOT
C
00 31






























































PM(N, I t * )«





PH(N,l ,3j«pHjN,l • I M A S S t J > » O X » N , ,
PHtN|2t I ) "PM(N.1|2)
PH<N,J,I)"P"<N,I|3)





O rAOJCS (IN «Ef.800Y
00 37 I-liNB
00 37 J-JtNB
IF(J.GC«J» 60 TO 37
,J)»OX(J.P
P5(liJ.I•»»'"TH»(OT2«OZ2»
P S 1 I « J i I » 3 > " T M « O X < J » I J « 0 i < Ul
PS<I , J i 2 i J ) - T M » O Y i J U ) » O X « U)
PS( I , J t2 i2 ) " -TM«(0X2*022 )
PS( l i J t 2 | J ) "TM.OY(J i | ) .OZ (
P S ( I l J i 3 i t ) B T M * D Z < < > i l ) * O X t




















AOK VECTOR ELEMENT COMPUTATION



















































































OEFINE PK(3 X NKT ARRAY*
DEFINE OLK-TSANSPOSE HATK(X (3 X NKT AMRAT)
00 201 K«1,*F
00 201 I-li3
00 2QI J«l ,-JHT























IF(EP5(M,L).E9.0) 60 TO 224
Afl«l»2|-A8< 1 t2|-OZIL«gW)
A8(U3i-A8<»,JI*OT<U(J«l































































I l " »A fe l t .21
AB(3 , I l « - *8 t 1 ,31
A 8 ( 3 . 2 ) " - » 8 < 2 , 3 »
00 228 I«I,J









ENTEK CONSTANTS INTO FLEX.
Jv-3
00 4|29 I-|»NM
IF|Pl(I I.NE'0> 60 TO 4129









A( IL»J l .J« l t
CONTINUE
NV-NV*NL























CALCULATE FLeX. BOOT COUPLING COtFF. ANO tNTrR INTO A MATRIX
NCo»IV
oo 173 u-j ,NF



























































«L ,N i J





IF(P|(J)«NE«0) 60 TO 21
A( I ,K«3I«AVU,I I
CONTINUE
DO 250 ••!»NH
IFjPH l>tNE»OI 60 TO jSO
L-0
DO 2S J-liNM
tF(Pl<j).NE«0» 60 TO 26

















• »FB(3>|FA(NC,a)(SMI|} ,6HO(|I ,
DOUBLE PRECISION EC(STt,ETOO<QF,NKT)(*DOT<v|^CQ(ST)
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A B C 3 , I ) - - A B » I » 3 '
A B < 3 , 2 > - - A 8 < 2 . 3 »
AB(3 ,3»« | ,
I F ( J « £ Q < 1 I So TO 335fl
00 321 L"NN«l













COORD* TRANSFORMATION OF 6 VtcTO«S (TQ R£F . ,00*




60 < I , J » >GO ( J , J J • T I I , K , J » »Q t I , K )
CONTINUE
COMPUTE TOTAL EXTERN*!. FORCE ON EACH SUBSTRUCTURE (IN
FEXOI 1 )«Fb( I I
FEyOl I >"F0(2|
FE20( 1 )«KB«3)




FEXOI I )»FEXO( 1 )*FFl l L » J » »'
FEyOU )-FttO(l I*FF(IL,J|2I
FE20I » )-FEZO( I |»FF(
CONTINUE
FS( I ,1 ) -F txO( I)







































































































COMPUTE CtM« PERTURBATION IFROH NO«» UNOEFQK..ED LOCATION) ON EACH









COMPUTE TOTAL E*TERNAL TORQUE ON EACH SUBSTRUCTURE ••s.Tt |T$




00 267 U-1 ,3
00 2670
ILaFI(N)IF I IL«EQ«O» so TO 2670
JN.FJIL.2)
00 2671 J«| IJN
00 2671 L" l>3
T S < N , L ) " T S « N t L ) * T F U L
CONTINUE
DO 269 N>1,NB
IF(K,E9,0» frQ TO 269
TS(N, I ) -TS(N, | )«C"UK,J
T S ( N t 2 ) v T ! > ( N i 2 ) * C K ( K t 3 ) * F S ) N i | ) > C K U i | ) * F S ( N . 3 l




1F(K.£«.(/) <>Q TO 271
00 272 J-J.JN
:,J,2|»U(K,J,2|
RU2"RF(Ki J |3)*u<ICi J i3>
T S « N , l ) - T S ( N , | ) » R U Y « F F « I C . J t 3 ) . R U Z » F F U t J f 2 l
T S ( N , 2 l - T b ( N , 2 ) * R U i « F F ( ^ . J . I ) - R U X » F F ( K , J , 3 )
CONTINUE
TRANSFORM VECTORS TO HEF. yOoY FR«ME
TXoU '»T5l 1 It )






TXo<I) - T l M i l ,
l»3l




















T T 0 I | >
T 2 0 « l >
I i0•I - i ' n» | i« ' w i a ' j i i ' ~ i»HK»* '» i» ' | i « '~ i» | ( t * t«»» i» ' |» < » '
O X O ( l i l > * T I H > l i t > * D X U i l > * T ( M t 2 i U * O Y U | l > » T | M l 3 t l ) * O Z l i f l )
O T o < l » I ) " T ( " , l , 2 | » O X U . I ) * T ( M , 2 , 2 | » O T ( l , | ) « T ( « | 3 , 2 ) » O Z ( I | l )
D 2 o < l > l " T < M i l » 3 ) * o X ( j t | ) * T < M > 2 l 3 ) * D T ( l i l > «T (N |3 t3l •(><«I•j)
O X O » I » L ) * T < H « l i » ) » O X < | t L > * T < M , 2 » l l » O T » l i L ) « T C M i 3 » l ) » D i ( | i L '
OToH ,D-T(H, | ,2 )»OX(J , L ) « T ( M , 2 , 2 ) » O Y ( 1 , L » » T | M , 3 , 2 ) » O X l l ,L )
00 17 J-I.N6
1F(1.E«.JI SO TO 17
IMCPSIKiJ t 'EOt l ) 60 TO 177
IFJCdCil » » E « t l j-|»l eo TO »7
O X O ( 1 > J > « O X O ( | , | . )
O T o < I ,J)-u»0( i ,L)
02o< I iJ>*U20( lit)
60 TO 17
02o« I i J »
CONTINUE
oo 3*7 I
Q*Q( l it ) "b>Xl l tl )
O T Q « l .D-OT< l ,J)
0 2 o < t » I »
• 2 ) * D X ( 1 , J ) » T < M , 2 . 2 I » O T < ;
i J)«T (fl|3, I )»Di< 1 1 J)
»J»
J» Jl




oo 2t7 N-I ,NB
F T X O " F T X O * F E X O « N >










































COMPUTE THE P6SO VECTORS FOR EACH
oo 2Q6 K>I(NF
KKaF (K i 1 ) *l
M-HllKK)
JNT'F (K t3 >
IF(KK.EQtl) 60 To 2090
00 2Q9 1-1.3
00 209 J"l >3




P6SO(K( I )->H(K|K, | )
CONTINUE
VECTOR CHOSS PRODUCTS DESCRIBING
(QUADRATIC TERMS INVOLVING THE














lF(I*EQ>b' 60 TO 2t3
FI*M«FTXO»FACT






























P6FX«(P«SO( l ,2 ) * |FEZO(N»*FTZM>-PesO( l ,3 ) *<FtvO(N| .FTVH)) /HSB ( NJ


















































COMPUTE CORRECTION ELEMENTS FO* (E) »ECTOH
00 55 Nl-l.i
EC (MI ) •£ I HI i | )
00 52 J-2.NB
00 52 H-l.l











IFIEPSlKf J»»E9»0> SO TO 4-1
00 45 H-li3













00 412 1*1. NN
IF<PI(I>*NE*O> so TO *»2
oo 4i

























































































00 **92o L»J tNH
ir|Pt(L>*EQ*0) «0 TO




MOHtNTUH OF THE SYSTen


























IF(J.LE.V) Go TO 913
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